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Senator Kerry
visits BSC
By
Bill Bilodeau

President Gerard Indelicato congratulates a graduate from the 11rsr
winter commencement at BSC,-.last Wednesday. (photo by Debra Willis)

SGA primaries over
Who will clinch top seats?
In what seemed like an unusually high voter turnout for a midyear election, the Student
Government Association
(S.G.A.) concluded it's primaries for the Presidential and VicePres id ential seats rec~ntly
vacated by John J. Beaton, Jr.
and Erin E. McDermott.
Dilip DeSilva, a virtual
unknown to S.G.A. politics,
· pulled a first-place slot on the
Presidential ballot with 249
votes, while veteran S.G.A.
member, Daniel J. Darcy,
rounded out a close second with
194 votes. Eliminated from the
final round were Margaret A.
Hayes (103), Joseph Mucci (94),,
and Mark Patterson (55). Both
DeSilva and Darcy will continue
on to the final elections onTuesday, February 17 and Wednes_day, February 18, in front of the
bookstore.
Topping the Vice Presidential
bill were Lisa Veilleux and
Joseph Moore who eliminated
Ed Ward, with 105 votes, from
the final election. Veilleux faired
considerably better than Moore
with 259 votes over his 145.
Responding to his showing in
tlie primary, Darcy commented,
"I was really excited about the
voter turnout and I can tell .by
the margin of difference that I'll
have to put a lot more effort into
the final election."
A student advocate for some
'time now, Darcy hopes to stress
his experience as a leader on
campus. "I've been on the
S.G.A. for three and a half years
now and in that time I've always

On Wednesday, Feb 11, U.S.
Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
spoke before an interested crowd
in an overflowing Campus Center Demonstration Room. After
being introduced by BSC President Dr. Gerard Indelicato as a
possible future presidential candidate, Kerry talked for about
one-half hour on the problems
facing the American public
today. Kerry attributed most of
these problems to the policies of
the Reagan administration. He
also touched upon the apathy of
the voting public as a cause of
our present economic woes.
Kerry pointed out that
although the Congress has been
blamed for our $2 trillion deficit, · belt has come to be known a~.
•••••1111•••llfll•WlljUlllMilllillilllllllilllw.iMllll~~fi'llA•1fi'"Kerry an::>the present administra.tion. wered. questions from the
"Each year Congress puts out a audience. He fielded inqu-eries
budget that is less than what the on topics ranging from aid to El
president has asked for."
Salvador to his own thoughts on
Kerry then attacked the presi- balancing the budget.
·
denCs policies further by
As the hour-long talk came to
explaining how the Reagan a close, former Lt. Governor
administration's three-sided Kerry was presented with a BSC
domestic policy of: i)cutting hat and sweatshirt by his friend
domestic spending; ii)increasing and former colleague Dr.
military spending; iii)lowering lnde\icato.

Vice ··Presidential cain<11aa1re
Lisa Veilleux (photo by
Beckvold)
represented the students in a fair, · tion and recognition from the
impartial manner and I hope to administration.''
Darcy hopes for a strong vot.er
continue doing so as S.G.A.
President. I've long.since estab- turnout asking that. ~~more stulished a good working relation- de~ts recognize the need for their
ship with my peers and the involvement .in making the
administration and I'd hate to S.G.A. work for them as their
official representative.body...
loose that all now!'
Vice· · Presidential candidate
If elected, Darcy sees the challenge of many goals ahead of . Lisa Veilleux, when asked 'abqut
him. "There should be more stu- her stroµg showing, respo_nded,
dent involvement on campus, "I was very happy that .1 wonby
not just in S.G.A., but. in all such a comfortable marsin,Jfeel
, walks of student life; Being a a little more seciirego'h1g into the·
commuter for two and a half finals."
Although on the S.O.A. fora
years, I'd like to see them becom-.
ing more involved - they do little over a semester, Veilleux
make ·Up two-thirds of the stu- has emerg~d as f:i strong student
leader. Having chaired the
dents here at Bridgewater..
~'I'd also like to see an alterna- Town/College. Relations Comtive to .the high prices of the mittee last"semester, Lisa was an
bookstore," he continued, ..I acti.ve link between the students
know that's not easy, but it's on campus and Bridgewater's
something t.hat I've always town officials. "I hope my past
wanted to tackle. Also, -being record on the S.G.A. shows my
familiar with the needs of the sincere dedication and overall
Greek Council, I would have to ambition to work for the
stress the benefits of fraternities students."
When asked her best qualities
and sororities on campus, asking
that they receive fair representa- •Cont.. p. 2
Presidential candidate Dan
Darcy. (photo by Van Dyke)

taxes, has hurt everyone, includ- ·
ing those of us in the BSC comm unity. He remarked that
"they" have cut educational
funding, and cited the recent rise
in the infant mortality rate in
Boston .as an example of how
much social cuts have hurt disadvantaged women and
children.
The remainder of the speech
focused upon the increasing U.S.
trade def!cit and it's long-term
effect on the American censumer. According to Kerry, "The
greatest export in the United
Stat~s today is jobs."
He also mentioned that thirtysix of our fifty states are currently experiencing recessions,
citing the euphemism "rust be\t,"
which the Mid west's industria\

Suspect arrested in
hit-and-run tragedy
By
Bill Bilodeau

D1,1dng the past week,
new developments have
emerged in the hit"'.'alld-run
death of Bridgewater State
College freshman Tracy
Spinazola.
Bridgewater Police last
weekend arrested a sixteen
year old Bridgewater man,.
charging him with motor
vehicle homicide and leav~
ing the scene of an accident
after an injury had occur.red.
The arrest followed a
week-long investigation centering around eyewitness
accounts of the· incident, as
well as evidence collected at
the scene. According to Sgt.
Kevin Chiocca, the Bridgewater Police had been f'ollowing several leads, one of
which eventually indicated a

suspect .. A search warrant
was obtained. and upon
further in:vestigation it was
revealed that the suspect's
vehicle, a ·black Chevrolet
Camaro, matched paint
, chips found at the site of the
accident. Sgt. Chiocca also
mentioned that fa bric
threads found on the
Camaro appear to match the
clothing of the victim.
As to earlier reports •. that
the suspect vehicle was a
light colored· Lincoln, Chi~
occa said, ..There was defi~
nitely. a white Lincoln
present at the scene, but we
also had reports of a smaller,
dark vehicle there."
The suspect, whose name
the police would not reveal
due to his age, was arraigned
Monday in Brockton District Court.
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How do you feel about the new alcoh-ol policy?
By
John J. Beaton
EDITOR'S NOTE: In last
week's Comment there
appeared a story on new
sanctions that will result
lvhen the Alcoholic Beverage Policy is broken on campus. A memo from the
Housing Department,
Office of Student Services,
stated that any violation of
this policy may result in.
counseling for the accused
student. The following students voiced their opinions
on the matter.

Junior
Commuter

Although I agree that
there is a problem with drug
and alcohol abuse on campus, I think that the new
sanctions in the alcohol policy will have a rriore negative
impact than a positive one.
Enforced counseling will
only result in further disagreements with this policy.
I would like to see a more .
educational and supportive
program adopted prior to
punitive measures.
Mary Cornacchio
Senior
English Major

Drinking is a big problem
among kids that must be
stopped, because it does lead
to alcoholism. The policy is
good in some ways,
although my concern is that
it might turn into an Alcoholics Anonymous. I suppose the sanction depends
on the individual.

·Dan Darcy
Senior
Phi Pi Delta

I think sanctions at the
college level are inappropriate. A support group is
necessary, although it
should not be associated
with offenders of the system.
There should bea betterwav
to police the resident halls.

The sanctions appear to
be harsh and I find it a little
disappointing that no stu-,
dents were included on the
committee to adopt this policy; however, this situation
should raise our awareness
to the serious nature of this
problem.
Erin McDermott
Junior
Program Committee

Henry Beckvold
Senior
Yearbook Staff
had much more of a say as to

Student Trustee

I think it's great that the
administration is trying to
help the students, but I think
the students of BSC should
have more of a say as tot
what would be most beneficial to them.

Junior
Student Court

SGA primaries

. ers should either be warned
or receive a punishment that
isn't so severe, rather than
getting kicked out of the
dorm for seven days and
having to attend counseling.
I agree with the multiple
offenders having to attend,
but not a first-time violator.

Carolyn Tetreault

what went into the policy. It
should be more structured
like AA in which the program is voluntary. The
emphasis of the program
should be placed on the
freshm~n and sophomores
so the problem won't arise
later in their college career.

Psi Chi Honor Society

• Cont. from p. 1

as a leader, Veilleux responded,
u1 believe I work well and communicate with people on all lev-:els -'- both with students and
administrators - and when you
work wen with people they
respect you , which makes it a lot
easier to get your goals accomplished; work .. with· people, :not
against them. I hope the students
consider this when choosing
their candidate for Vice
President."
Candidates Desilva and
Moore· were not available for
comment.
Dean Toppi, Elections Director, was. happy with the overall
turnout, "It was very good for a
primary election." However, he
did .run up against a few problems withthe candidates. "A few
of the candidates were campaigning in front of the elections
table - this will not be tolerated
in the final. electfon. Election
codes will be st'"ictly enforced,
any violations may result in
immediate disqualification."
Also on the ballot next week
~

f

"
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t
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The Psi Chi National Honor
General. Incumbent parliament- Society in Psychology shall conarian Jacqui Gravel will be run- duct its annual 1987 Memberning agait};st Richard DeRo~a. · ship Drive at Bridgewater State
College starting February J 6th,
according to Dr. Richard T. Colgan; Chapter Sponsor, and Miss
Jeannine F. 0 'Donn-ell 1 ·
President.·
·
Membership in Psi Chi,
founded.inl929 for.the purpose
of encouraging,.stimulating, and
maintaining excellenc;e in· scho~
larship and - advancing the
science of Psychology, is earned
and is for life. Bridgewater State
College achieved the national
distinction of its own affiliated,
·Psychology Chapter with the
chartering installatiqn ceremonies conducted Sunday,
November 23rd, 1986, Psi Chi,
an affiliate of the American Psychological Association and
Plymouth County member of the Association of
College Honor Societies, has,
Room
·over the years, achieved the staCampus Center tus of being the nation's top
honor society in Psychology. "It
(Psi Chi) has become so,"

will · be the race for Attorney ·

MASSPIRG
presents·
Rep. Jackie
Lewis

·f A-Bridgewater)

Friday,--Feb. 13
11 a.m.

explained President O'Donnell,
"because of its phenomenal
acceptance by psychology's
academia--faculty, counselors,
deans, and administrators--and
by the profession itself as represented. by national, regional and
local psychological associations." At the November '86
Charter ceremonies approximately 40 students, including
faculty and alumni were formally installed into BSC's newest honor society. Among those·
installed were Professor Emeritus Elizabeth Hollis; distinguished and longtime faculty
member of the Psychology
Department, Professors Drake
Chisholm and Louis Schippers,
currently of the Psychology
Department faculty.
President O'Donnell pointed
out th~t BSC and the National
Organization's r,~quirements for
consideration
candidacy. in
Psi Chi are registration for
major or minor standing in Psychology, a "B" average or better
in psychology courses, and being

to'

in the highest 35 percent of their
class in general scholarship. For
graduate students, an average of
"B" or better in all graduate
courses, including psychology, is
required. Additionally, President 0 'Donnell explained, the
candidate•shall be evaluated for
high standards of personal
behavior ·and .the affirmative
vote of three-fourths of the Psi
Chi members present at the
Chapter's regular-meeting.
Juniors, Seniors, and Graduate Students who believe they
meet these requirements are
encouraged to obtain from President O'Donnell or Dr. Colgan,
the required" Application for Psi
Chi Membership." Applications
may be obtained in Rm. 330 Burrill Academic Building, and the
called-for application information· submitted at the earliest
p·ossible date. For consideration
to the 1987 Installation Ceremony, the deadline for applica·
tions is Monday, March 30th,
1987.
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Viewpoint
If communication s the
key, this door is locked
1

The rnetamorphosiS of

a

During the recent barrage of snow which has been·
inflicted on Southeastern Massachusetts, one complaint
has been repeatedly sounded, both to the administration
and among the students themselves. Why can't we find

out earier and easier that classes have been cancelled?
Many students are upset because they have gotten up,
dug their vehicles out, and headed for the school only to
find that they could have stayed in bed.
In many cases, it is the students own fault for not
having tuned into school cancellation annQuncements,
but this is not always the answer. Last Monday, classes
were cancelled as of twelve noon. The decision was
announced at ten thirty a.m. By the time the announcement was broadcast over regional radio stations (if they
would even carry such an announcement so late in the
morning), numerous students were probably already on
their way to the college.
One must read these words with the realization that
the responsibility of cancelling a day~ worth of classes is
a difficult one to have, and Mother Nature has not
exactly been cooperating thus far this semester. The
point being made is that there is a flaw in the system of
communication here.
This flaw extends throughout the BSC community.
Why, for instance, must a resident of the student apartments walk (or ride) all the way to Boyden Hall to find
o.ut their French II class wascancelledfortheday? More
importantly why were students who had been in school
all day surprised to find out that there had been a bomb
scareinthemorningoneday1astweek?
There are two answers to these questions, and each

••

IY
j

Sophomore,
test 1· ng ,. s

Drug
a v1· 0 Iat1' 0 n
of OU r const•1tut1·on·a1 r·1ghts

-~~!!!·~~~!!~~·~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~-~ll'f~•lflM•••••••••••lliJ•fiil~---······\t·s.-wMcR~t-h~·~~hleiuMndermining of 2.~E... .
campus communications network here is the pits. It
Some have called it the most there was no recogl1ized ,.dihg
There is no ·
. . . . ..
basically consists of posting flyers in each building on
campus . Second, students seem to require being hit over
the head with certain information in order to compre7
hend it. Weve all become desensitized to flyers and
posters in the halls and too few of us bother to listen to
·

··

the most current campus source of informationWBIM. That works out well, however, since the school
rarely bothers to use the radio station to disseminate
needed information.
News travels faster here from friends telling friends
than by any method thus far devised by the school. The
fastest method of communication here at BSC is word ·
of mouth.
That just won't do.
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controversial issue of the eighties. Others have called it a major
abuse of power by a conservative
administration. Some have
feared it, while others have
backed it whole-heartedly. Mandatory drug testing in the corporate and federal workplace has
brought a new debate onto the
scene of American life. This issue
has divided political parties,
journalists, and families themselves. But to many, it is not a
two-sided issue;
On . Wednesday, November
12, U.S. District Judge Robert
Collins ruled· that mandatory
drug testing of Customs Service
Employees violated individuals'
Fourth Amendment Rights arid
should be halted. The ruling was
in ·answer· to a law suit filed in
August by'theNationalTreasury
Employees Union which repres·ents .. Custom Service ·workers.
The testihg.progratn began intlie
sulri1ller under the direction of
Customs SerVice Commissioner
William Von: R_aab. The tesdng

problem in the workplace. This national drug problem, but there
position was agreed to by Judge · are other ways of combating it
Collins who felt the drug testing other than throwing a way per•
was. an act of illegal search· and sonal freedom and security. The
seizure.
writers of the Constitution of the
Calling for a "drug-free fed- United States set up a delicate
eral workplace," President Rea- balance. It is a balance that our
gan issued an executive order country is based on. It is a baldeclaring mandatory drug test- ance that prevents abuses by
ing for all federal employees. At those in power by stating clearly
what cost will this society recieve what rules one must live under
a drug-free workplace? ·The while also stating what rights
Fourth Amendment discusses and freedoms each individual
"the right of the people to be possesses to protect himself.
secure in their persons, houses, This balance cannot be slowly
papers. and effects against chipped away and still be
unreasonable searches and seiz- expected to hold up.
ures." The amendment goes· on
The Constitution must be
to give issuance of general war- · upheld. Evidence of drug abuse
rants. A random drug test given or reasonable cause to suspect
-to an individual, is a test given someone, should be a prerequiwithout reason. An executive site to a drug test: If an· individ. order •stating that all federal ual is allowing outside influences
employees are to be subject to to affect his job,. then>·and. only
. random mandatory drug testing . then should .his private life come
is analogous to the issuance ofa · under· scrutiny. One's·. Fourth
general ·warrant. The ·unconsti- Amendment rights cannot be
tutional basis of these actions is ignored; this is after all, a
obvious. Are the possible benef-. democracy.

.Explal'1atlon not accepted
To the Editor:
In respons'e to your Editorial
Comment in last. week's issue.of
The Comment, it seems to .me
that Mr. Rossi conveniently
dances around. a major. issue of
his· article. How did Mr. Rossi
get his information about the
SGA
who were
AP?
:::ot attribute his sourHe I"
ces, as every good journalism
student knows he must. In talking to Mr. Rqssi right after the
article ~was· published, he said

members

on

that the fact that the students
were on AP was a matter of
"Public Record." If this is so,
then how come he is not allowed
to look at the students.' grades
who are in question. And if he is
not allowed to look at those
grades, then who is his source?
The· peop1'·· :
·'
h0t tell
Mr. Rossi th~:y v.ere on AP for
the HRecord" and therefore ML
Rossi is relying on hearsay, and
any reasonably good journalist
'1ouldn't use it. The issue isn't ·
.r;o. ~ ..
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whether the story should
/shouldn't have been reported,
·but . whether the students
involved had their rights and
reputations trampled on in your
publication. Jn my opinion, the
Comment was in grave error in
printing the nani~~'
reasons
oi these SGA members'' dep~r
ture from the Student Govern··
ment, and done in a slip-shod
manner.

. Thank you,

Marc J Gensler
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Bridgewater State Blu es
By
Joe Mucci

Editorial uncalled for
To the Editor
I am writing in response to
your editorial of Feb. 5, 1987,
"AP or Not AP." I would like to
address two issues. First, the
supposed selective enforcement
of Academic Probati6n. Second,
that the~e is no arbitrary GPA
system set up.
The first matter at hand is
selective enforce·ment of AP. I
sincerely doubt that the Academic Vice President and other
administrato rs lie in wait for student leaders to lower their GPA,
so that "they'' may be placed on
Academic Probation. I sincerely
doubt that any student leader is
that important. Furthermore

three solutions to soothe three
popular "Blues" affecting all of
us; agony of lunch lines, low
What causes those Bridge- energy reserves, and harsh
water State Blues that most stu- weather.
dents get when a new semester
The first solution is for those
starts up? For this semester, one lunch line blues. Why wait in line
cause might be those long for something when it takes
tedious lunch lines. Another away your money and time (and
major cause is that extreme drop sometimes irritates your tastebin energy that comes in the late uds)? What's so bad about
afternoon and makes eyelids feel brown bagging it anyway? You
they've got 100 lb. weights att- save time, money, and you get to
ached. These blues make it tough. taste what you expect.
to get any work done (especially
The second solution is for that
studying). The cold, ice and energy dip in the late afternoon.
snow are other things which A medical term for this condimake us sing the blues.
tion is Hypoglycem ia. HypoDo these blues give us any glycemia means "too much
benefits? It's difficult to say. For insulin in the blood." When
some, it's enjoyment to make a there is too much insulin in the
soap opera of their lives and blood it eventually eats up all the
dramatize the blues. For others, natural sugar, leaving the Hypoit's exhilarating to control the glycemia victim with a lethargic
situation and discard the blues. energy level. The Hypoglycem ic
The latter will then dwell on a pancreas does not secrete insulin
solution, instead of the problem, at a steady rate (mainly because
and most likely reach their goals. of poor circulation). The New
If you enjoy soap opera and England Journal of Medicine
are set in your mind that you has explained that exercise reguwant to mirror it, you should lates the· pancreas to turn out a
stop reading here .... lf not, I have steady flow of insulin, resulting

in a constant energy level. Exercise can be done three to four
times a week to derive benefits.
J egging, biking, and swimming
are popular but studies show
that one hour of brisk walking is
just as beneficial as fifteen to
seventeen minutes of swimming.
With this practice the energy
level will rise.
When the second solution is
realized and put into practice it
sets the stage for the third solution. "What can we do to change
the harsh weather?" The fact is
we can only change our reaction
to it, which is the next best thing.
Colds, flus and "mono" are products of low immune-sys tems
which cannot combat a virus or
other diseases successfully .
Keeping the immune system
functioning at high levels is the
only way to maintain physical
health. What can raise our
immune systems?.... You guessed
it, . that's right--EXE RCISE.
Make a commitmen t to start
today. Don't worry if it's not like
you to exercise. Do it for these
benefits and stick with it! You
deserve to feel great!

itself Freshmen sho\lld be
allowed more leeway in regard to
Academic Probation than any
other group of people. They
have a very difficult time adjusting to college life. I object very
strongly to the thought that
because seniors have harder
classes than freshmen, that the
standard should be lowered.
Students.sho uld have a 2.0 minimum to graduate. Just because By
Boy". This tells you a lot doesn't oned that he was meeting with .
courses are harder seniors Christine Howard.
it? It sounds like a candy bar, no the President of Custom Manshould at least enjoy them. They
ifs the traditional old stand-by, agement (who, by the way, didn't
should have gained a certain
"What is that"? My friend . grilled ham and cheese.
want to eat the food, but pre- ·
maturity.mo re knowledge of Kirk asked, as we stood looking
ferred to dine out). Wednesday, I
their subject areas, and knowl- at the array of pasta and threeI realize that they are just try- was amused to see the brightly
edge of the location of the bean salads. "I· don't really ing to spice
up the menu with colored placards, labeling Baked
library. Freshmen seem to lack know, and I don't think I want creativity,
but I would rather a Chicken and Broiled Cod. Yeah,
whether it is the SGAComnm~e~n~t~,~s~o~m~e~of~t~h~e~se~at~f~ir~s~t.~T~h~e~i~d~ea~of~~t~o~..~It~l~o~-~s~r~~-~e~e~t~·~o~lo~r~e~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~
or anv othertn1b, T""W~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~
tore im. sa1
e ec1 e o
veggies galore! Ho'\),/ever, things .__~........
to t11; Academic Vice President,
try some, and later regretted his still barely fit for human con- returned to the same old mo not- ... <:
it probably doesn't matter. I
I feel that the entire editorial decision. A few minutes later, sumption, and these creative ony with Fried
Seafood Platter
would hope that the administi:a- was uncalled for. If certain stu-: Kirk, (he's a very inquisitive fel- names don't
hide the fact that it's (microscopi c seafood caked in
tion has more to do than check ·fonts can't keep their GPA up to low), asked, "What is Mash the same old
fried, starchy, batter) and burnt cheese pizza.
GPAs. My guess is that up in ~ertain .standards then they Saiad?", pointing to the- sand- cholesterol
-ridden carbo"l1y- Mmm, Mmm, Good.
Boyden they hope the number of belong on AP. Weare hereto get wich bar board. It read TUNA drates. How
can this be called a
students on AP drop each semes- an education, not to major in and MASH SALAD and balanced diet?
No wonder peoI realize that trying to satisfy
ter, thus boosting the average extra-curricu lar activities.
LICED HAM. "Hmm, sounds pie gain weight freshman year~ the varied tastes and appetites of
GPA of Bridgewater.
Sincerely,
delicious.' That's Tilly.for you". The diet is predominate ly car- IOOO's of finicky college students
The second item is the GPA Mona McNamara
Little things like this just bohydrates along with (hard to, is not an easy task, but it is a
makes you wonder what exactly digest) red meats, and little fish. service we.pay for. We may be a
· it· is we're being. served. They This "well balanced diet" makes captive market, but we are payhave such creative names at Tilly it tough on the small, but signifi- ing customers. We deserve qualto disguise what it is we're being cant, portion of students who are ity, and well-balanc ed,
edible
To the Editor
The Comment concerning the served. It's not spicy chicken, it's vegetarians. Students aren't the diets, everyday, not only when
lack. of support or interest stu- ''Five Alarm Chicken". Or how only people who are displeased. the President visits. Maybe if we
It is a Wednesday mornin~,
dents here at Bridgewater have about "Meatball Subs w/Red In a recent conversation , Presi- all declined to eat in the dining
approximate ly 10:45. I am sit· for the theatre. Well now I real- · Sauce". Very descriptive, but dent Indelicato voiced his dis- hall for a few days Food Services
ting in front of the college book- ize that it goes further and what is it? Ketchup?! Then there pleasure, "Brown, wilted lettuce would finally take our comstore trying to get a petition deeper than lack of interest for is my personal favorite, "Buddy is not acceptable". He menti- plaints seriously.
signed for the reduction of toxic
1
waste in our drinking water.
Beside me is a gentleman from and interest in the FUTURE. To· the Editor:
anyone. They had intended only truly cares about them? They
the Army, Navy or Air Force, Doesn't it bother any of you that
What we need in this world of to inform.
can't. Those who do manage to
and further down from him is a you will have outstanding col- ours is
more understandin g; not
The situation grew worse lose re.spect never really
man selling handbags, brief lege loans to pay back after gra- more
anger.- Anger only causes through misunders tanding. respected them in the first place.
cases and so forth. On my right duation, or that the water you more
problems~ Anger can be When those who had been There seems to have been too
are.· two students trying to seu ·a are now, and will drink
in the unjustly thrust upon ,the inno- offended by the group grew much anger over too little.
ski trip weekend· in Canada. At future, is or could be contami- cent and many
times is~ .
angry, trouble began. Thos¢
the table next to these students nated? I realize that many of my
Last week, some of the bright- individuals had a right to be
Everyone makes mistakes. We
sits a man trying to find colleagues are busy and don't est and happiest
people I have upset. However, to get so irate all make too many. We shouldn't
employees for UPS. Most of you have the extra time to get had the. privilege
to have known with this group wasjustasun fair · be ashamed of them, because
are probably wondering what I involved. But, I'm sure we· all were reduced to a
small, quiet as the original unjustice, care-: everyone fails now and then; We
am getting at, and rightly so.
have a few minutes to spare. group of barely animate individ- lessly brought upon them. Those shouldn't be
afraid to admit
Why .not stop by a few of these uals. As I watched them pite- who had never expected such them. But quickly pointing
them
My point is that everyday tables--on your next trip by the ously stare .at· each other in a reaction were viciously
attacked out to others is a. mistake in
hundreds of students walk past book store to see if any of these dark dining room taking · by . those who
had never itself~ We sometimes forget that
these tables without even know- . tables- have anything to offer. extreme caution to avoid break- expected, and
failed to under- we ..re all prone to make mising what the· people seated. at Thatmarisel linghandbag .shada .. ing the cold silence, I began to stand, the careless.ove
rsight.
takes. 1t•s.part.of being human.
these tables have to offer them. lot mo~ people stop by his table · wonder why this group was now
When we forget this, we tend to
Not everyone at these tables than any .of tlie other tables did. the target . of :such oppresive
But ,why· w~ there so much t:xpe~t t o much of others ·and
9
vlants '1!0ney. Some of us just Would you rathet add another. anger.
anger· brthe first place? WhY'.1. too much of·ourselves .
.
want to offer you a chance to get pocke~boolc: to your collc~cti':Jn or ·· It all started with carelesSness. Because· an oversight
like· thiS
Perhaps the most important
involved, .· an opportunity to would you. rather have a clean NeBtigence towards the feeling$ can cause much einbarrassni
ent lesson we can learn from all of
work for credits, ·or a way to earn environmen t to live in?
. of other individuals had resulted •. and for ·many it :can cau8e a loss . '.this. is. to forgive arid .ror,iet.
ex.tra ·money <wltile 'in cpµege.
in uncbtltrolable rage. · The ~f respect.:, HC)jt can ~so~eone
Last.year.I ~rote airMtide:{<)~ )d.:. '·lama·Ga.lvm:i(:otim:iuter. :':&fouplwfnot'intend~ to-harm· ·t<Jse·•·iepeci ·r~m .any~ne who

Wh at's in a nam e?

1
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Chec k out the \obbytables
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Time to forg ive and forg et

Edmulid F. '\!Varel
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Enterta inm~ent
Meet the artist presents
Trudi Miller: playwright

By
Debra Willis
On Tuesday, February· 3rd,
Trudi Miller; playwright, director and actor, came to BSC to
give a speech in the Formal Dining Room.
As she -began her talk, she
stated she was an actor, director
and playwright, respectfully.
She enjoyed acting the best and
she proved this as she kept us on
the edge of our seats and sometimes on the floor with the stories of her acting days. She also
gave many good pointers to the
aspiring actors and actresses in
the audience.
Miller was quoted saying,
"We actors are weird. When I

act, I'm crazy, I put my heart and
soul into it. But when I direct,
I'm serious." She continued to
say (that) you can be as crazy as.
you want before the play starts,
but you always have to take the
time to get into character before
you go on. If you don l then you
won't have that "believability"
the audience and the directors
are looking for.
Miller stated that she got into
play-writing quite by accident.
She was attending a Bible meeting with a friend and made a joke
about something. She got mostly
angry· stares except for one
woman who was laughing on the
floor. This woman came over to
Miller after and said they should
write a play together. Sure

enough that next year they wrote
Bless Me Aba, Miller's first play.
Miller has won an award for
her play called Lonely is &tter
and will be directing it next year
at the Your Theatre in New Bedford. She has also written a play
called Designing Women.
After her speech, she proceeded to give us a taste of her
acting talent. She put on what
she called The Twelve Days of
Christmas.
This was a comical
t •
version of a lady going crazy taking care of all the gifts she keeps
receiving for 12 days straight.
Her extraordinary humor along
with some outrageous outfits
made this one of the funnest skits
I have ever seen. Good Luck to
her and her career.

By The Light Of The Moon
Could this be this year's album of the year
By
David Spuria

Let me tell you a bout the
album of the year. Yes, I know
the year is young. yet I don't
believe that anything will surpass the new Los Lobos album,

Conrad Lozaro (bass) and Louie
Perez (drums) forming what I
consider to be the best rhythm
section in rock, this band can't
be stopped. Pass the Nachos
please! Justice should also be
given to Cesar Rosas who plays a
killer lead guitar and a mandolin

Trudi Miller spoke on her experiences as a play
wright and as an actress last Tuesday night.
(photo by\ Debra Willis)

The saga of Vietnam

on side two, "River of Fools"
and "Tears of God ... Each is sung
and played beautifully. This
album strays, delicately between
a chocolate mousse and 12Alarm Chili. People with high JBy
blood pressure, phobias or any Sharon Cignetti
health-related problems should

~

lived In Platoo
and Sergeant Elias (William
Defoe). Barnes is portrayed as
an evil killing machine who is

1111•••••lWlfM~Mfl~~~~~~~-~tiltitlifM~"'fM~~~~M~~i!'8fi'*i#ift~l\ll~l•Ml~'1i~i9.Jj1i1ihlt.l~-j'-.:midReis"tructable, while
decade. Just imagine a potpourri
of styles: rock, soul, country,
polka, funk and a touch of folk.
Now imagine all of these styles
combined with honest lyrics,
gritty playing, and enough rock
n' roll vocals to warm your heart
and hot enough to bum your
rug.
This album clocks in at warp
speed and is reminiscient of the
constant twists and turns of an
Olympic Gymnastics team.
Dave Hidalgo .sings and plays
various instruments including
accordion, lap steel and a percussion ensemble. Steve Berlin ·
plays the most passionate saxophone. I've ever heard in a rock n'
r.oll.bar4d of this type. And with

music contained within this vinyl
is simply boundless in respect to
the style, drive and emotion it
evokes. '"One time. One night"
leads off side one in a story-like
fashion, taking Americana by
the horns and·. dragging it
through a one-half tempo composition, lead by Hidalgo's soulfully crying vocal. "'Shakin'
Shakin' Shakes" is enough compact explosive boogie to rattle
most speaker casings loose. "'Is
This All There ls?"asks a big
question and provides the listener with perpetual hooks to
dance to. Side two starts off like
a ca_nnon. with ''Set Me Free
(Rose._Lee)". There are also two
incredible folk-acoustic ballads

Elias is t
,..' "' .. .
: .· . ·;·: ~~~l; .
~'. ~.r ···;.·: ·.-·.:·>.~-::,~::,~:._ji1 :;:;~lf.i'.~~:"ti··>:~
Platoon .ta)ces. an in-depthfook devel().ps·:
at what occured duringtheViet- geants, whit~ bdngs advil w~r
nam ·war. The events are seen upon the regiment, . pJatoo,n
through the eyes of our hero, against platoon. Morale
Chris Taylor(Charlie Sheen). As becomes low because of the ·
the days pass. our hero changes inner conflict that exists among
from.a middle-class college kid the men;
who volunteered for the service,
The saga is a realistic account.
into a soldier.
of combat during· the Vietnam
Taylor describes his regiment era. Unlike earlier movies about
as the men who have been for- the war, Platoon shows the emogotten by the rest of society. tion and the day to day activities
When he meets up with the pla- of the American soldiers. None
toon he is given the jobs that no of the men in the movie are made
one else wants. Taylor soon wins out to be super human. unlike
.the respect of the other members earlier.· movies that qep~ct ·. _t~e
of his platoon and is accepted Vietnam War; Also starring
into their family.
Kevin Dillon, Keith David, and
The command was divided John C. McGinley, Platoon is a
between two pla!oon leaders, movie wort'1 seeing.
,sergeant Barnes (Tom Berenger)
f

But why album of the year you
might ask? This album is very
organic in the sense it does not
use synthesizers, or high tech
studio effects to prove its point
That seems kind of a trendy
thing to do these days, but its
only impressive if it works. On
"By the Light of the Moon" it
not only works, it encompasses·
every form of rock n' roll with
originality, passion and American values. This is an amazing
piece of American music with an
obvious Mexican flavor. Don't
buy one copy, buy four of
~them.

.. ·:·:·. :· -·: ..

A look at the lastest films
.By
M. J. Gensler
The first movie I want to
review is the new Judd ·Nelson

Al Joline and the Beach Boys· qelighted the crowd at the PrOvidence
· Civic Center when ·they hosted a Winter B"aachParty /fist .Ttui(sd~Y..
night, February 5. (photo.~by·John Burns)'''
•'1£i* . ;;
i.1t;,1_,,.,; • ·; ""'•'"' ,.,.,,.;~

i;Jo.~W '~•t:,(/'i',J;;,., ,~r::, .i ~ .~:~.4;;;. ~

ht'Jlfl if~l ~'::l~t~l:JiHJ~ i:t;ii v1L1't ;·~i":iet~ ·

"(Boston-my favorite city). Judd
Nelson and his co-star, Elizabeth
Perkins, make a great team. I
would rather have seen them in a
romantic comedy together~ than
in this directionless picture.
Somewhere the film lost something and it fails to satisfy the
viewer. For what it attempts to
.do, it isn't that bad, it just
shouldn't be taken on a serious
level.
For a completely different
film, Woody Allen's.Radio Days
couldn't be more differentthan
From the Hip: Despite,the title~
the movie isn•t strictly about
radio from 1940 ·~. I 945 ,· buJ ..a
vehicle. used .to :.describe .the

film, From the Hip. The movie is
· about the trials and tribulations
of Robin "Stormy" Weathers
(played by Judd Nelson), a law
school graduate who is sick of
-doing legal briefs in the law firm
where he works. Stormy wants
to get trial experience and will go
to any length to. get is. The story
can. be divided into two court
cases. The second one becomes
muddled by poor direction and
what looks ·like a number of
cha,nges iri the way .the ending
comes out.:
.detai.ls·: ..ab9ut: W;~~Y.,All~n~s
From the Hip has a lot going cbU~lwqq iA:\·BroQ~~Yfh f:N~~
f~l.i!i~~Jig=ll£!lt~ ~~.stirm,t_~na bly .t'(9t,4;:aLL .1.J !lGl.f; ! ,li..;;,.;;,''( ;;;.;;_~l°
_good plot, and a good_ location •Cont. p. 6
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Compiled by
Staff

comedians Tuesday thru·
Saturday nights. The club.is
sch•!duled to open its doors
on Tuesday, February 17,
will also play host to special
events, music and open mike
nights on a regular basis.
Formerly Jonathan
Swift's, Catch A Rising
Star, will be highlighting
such comedians as Jerry
Seinfeld, Joy Behar,
Roseanne Barr, Richard
Belzer, John Mendoza,
Barry Crimmins and
Michael Hampton Cain.
The new comedy spot will be
located at 30 JFK Street,
Harvard Square, Cambridge. For more information, please call ( 617)

Local Events
Trinity Repertory Company
The Trinity Repertory
Company will present
Thornton Wilder's Our
Town in the Upstairs Theatre, from January 30 to
March I. Performances are
Tuesday thru Thursday at
8:00 p.m. ($19); Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:00 p.rn. ($22
and $23, respectively)~ and
Sunday at 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. ($19). Matinees
will also be held on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 2:00
p.m.($16). Tickets may be
purchased by check payable
to Trinity Repertory Company; send your reservations
c/o TRC Box Office, 201
Washington Street, Providence. RI 02903. Visa nd
Mastercard accepted or
charge by phone (401) 351-

661-9887.

Nite Club Confidential
Nite Club Confidential
the fresh, funny and fastpaced musical that affectionately parodies the
sophisticated night club
sct:~ne, and the movies of the
l 950's, comes to Boston for
a four week engagement at
the Next Move Theatre. It
opens on February I 0, with
previews begining February
3. Mail orders are now being
accepted at Nite Club Confidenti(ll, Next Move Theatre,
One Boyleston Place, Boston, MA 02116 or by calling
Zipcharge at (617) 423-5572.

4242.

Catch A Rising Star
Catch A Rising Star will
open its doors in Harvard
Square this month, bringing
regularly scheduled headline
comedy to 1.he Boston area
for the first time. Fol1owing
the booking policy of the
Club's New York namesake,
Catch A Rising Star will
Jre~;ent nationally known

is

received her undergraduate
theatre training at Northwestern
University and has studied witl.
Lee Strasburg and Wynn Handman. She has also acted profes
sionaUy in New York City. D:
Ramcz:yk received her prnfessfori11r training on the West

·coast andreceived her Ph.D. in
theatre from the U_niversity · of
Oregon this past December.
Admission to the performances costs $3.00 for B.S.C students and senior citizens. Others
will pay $5.00. Tickets will be
available from tables in the
bookstore lobby or from the
theatre box office in the foyer of
the Campus Center Auditorium.
Seating is limited and reserved,
so early purchase is recommended. Performance times are
8:00 P.M'. Thursday and Friday,
and 7:00 P.M. on Saturday.
Since the content of the play
deals with suicide, a special
panel discussion will be held fol~
lowing Saturday's performance
featuring pyschologists, a sociologist, and a modern drama
specialist.

Radio Days
II Cont. from

(l·
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- .What Allen gives us is a
glimpse into a culture that has
long since vanished. Allen drn:s
not appear in the film. but rathe1
plays narrator in this joume}'
through yesteryear. Many of his
regulars in his past projects are
in this movie. Among the cast,
the most pleasant is the infamous Diane Keaton.
. ·
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Speaking of voices, anybody
who has ever taken a Voice and
Diction course here at the college ::::an do nothing but admire
Mia r7arrow and her incredible
voice changing .sci in the
movie. She gives an excellent
performance. This film is not
Woody Allen at his best, but it is
definitely one of his
bettet
film$.
·~,
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uillean (elbow) pipes, and
John Coakley on piano and
guitar.
Tickets are $9.50
in advance and $10.50 at the
door. For more information
call (617) 862-7837.

discuss tne thinking of three
major American women
writers (Tillie Olsen, Denise
Levertov, and Adreinne
Rich). based on their books
and poems. It will focus on
the emergence of the voices
of women poets.

Campus Events
Carrie Lenard: Painter
On February 24, at 7:00
p.m. in the Bridgewater Formal Dining Room, Ms. Carrie Lenard of Palmer, MA
will give a talk on her work
as a painter.
Carol Daiker: Flower
Arranger
Ms. Carol Daiker of
Carol Daiker's Flowers will
give a demonstration of the
art of flower arranging. By
using the inflwmce of paintings such as Monet's Waterlilies, Ms Daiker will create
six floral arrangements. The
Demonstration will be held
in the Bridgewater Formal
Dining Room on March 31
at 7:00p.m.
American Women Poets:
Silent No Longer
On March JO, in the
Bridgewater Formal Dining
Room, at 7:00p.m., Professor Lee Dunne of the Speech
Communication, Theatre
Arts, and Communication
Disorders Department will

College Bowl 87: The Varsity Sport of the Mind
The College Bowl will
take place on February IO,
12, and 17, at 11 am in the
Campus Center Foyer. the
winning team will represent
B.S.C. at the finals at Boston University. ACUI regulations require that to be
eligible to enter the competition, individuals must be
full-time status having a
GPA minimum of 2.0.
Air Band Contest
Thursday, March 5,The
Class of 87 will sponsor an
Air Band Contest in th Campus Center Ballroom. Signup deadline is February 20.
For more information stop
by the info booth in the
Campus Center.
Hypnotist
The Astonishing Neal will
appear in the Campus Center Auditorium on February
25 at 8:00 p.m. Admission is
$2.00.Sponsored by the
CCPC.
.

*************************

A first in BSC theatre history

for

Impulse Dance Company
The Newton Art Center
will present the Impulse
Dance Company on Sunday, February 22 at 2:00
p.m.Impulse will perform a
sampler of choreography
illustrating the roots and
evolution of jazz dance.
Impulse Dance Company
fuses blues, funk and contemporary idioms with traditional dance styles to form
a straightforward, without
reservations espousal of
concert jazz dance that has
bee:n entertaining audiences
for. over a decade. Tickets
are on $4 for N AC members,
$5 for general admission.
CaH (617) 964-3424 for reservations. The Newton Art
Center is located at 61
Washington Park, Newtonville, MA
Boys Of The Lough
The Boys of the Lough
will appear in concert at
. Sanders Theatre, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA
at 8:00 p.m. on March 1. The
Boys Of The Lough have
taken the musical heritage of
their native Ireland and Scotland around the world. The
group consists of Aly Bain
on fiddle, Catha! McCon-·
nell on flute and tin whistle,
Dave Richardson on mandolin,cittern, and concertina, Christy O'Leary on

·"Night~
Marsha Norman•s 1983.
Pulitzer Prize-winning play,
"Night, Mother", will be performed on the stage of the Randi le au .c::; amp us Center
· . ;\\ldhorium f~l>rua~y J~. 20and
··21 . The prod.uctto"n bdrig {)rese,nt~<l. :\lra \:!onefit
the Robert
··· S~'Mdlo MemorialFund which
provides .financial .support fot
B.S.C.'s theatre program. The
two roles in this two-character
play will be taken by Associate,
Professor Lee A. Dunne, acting
Chairperson of the· Department
of Speech Communication,
Theatre Arts, and Communication Disorders, and Dr. Suzanne
Ramczyk, also of the department. The play is a study of a
young woman who looks out on
life and sees it as unfair. In add.ition. her lifetime with her
mother is condensed into the 90
minute running time of the play.
This recital production of
theatre faculty is a first in B.S. C.
theatre history, It will provide an
opportunity for the college community to observe those who
teach can also do. Prof. Dunne
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EARN$$ $
AND
FREE TUITION
*************************
Human Service Job Opportunities with New England Village of
Pembroke, MA- a nationally recognized model residential prog,ram for the· adult mentally retarded individual. New England
Village offers competitive wages and comprehensive benefits
including:
*Tuition
reimbursement for Full and Part time staff.
. '.
*Partial tuition relnbursement for Relief positions
*HeJlth, Dental, and Life· insurance (FT positions)
*Liberal paid .holiday .and vacation days (pro-rated for PT
positions)
*Close supervision, on-the-Job training and professional developmenfopportunltles
·
·
*Referral bonuses ·
*Pleasant work environment ·
.

-

;

POsit'i'on-openings for Part-time Weekends $6.00/hr.; Part-time
E\fehings and/or weekends $5.00/hr.;' Relief $5.00/hr."; Full-time
Live-in $12,000. plus free roorn and board. All positions supervise
and-instruct mentatly retarded adults. Preferred Qualifications:
·Junio.r., Senior, o.r Grad. ,uat.e level an.d 9. e. nu'in.e interest in Human
Services. For further details on positions and benefits, call Janis
Konetchy, AdministraUve Assistant at 293-5461 or submit ~etter of
interest to New England Village, Inc., 664 School Street, Pembroke, MA 02359 ATTN: Personnel Dept. AA/EOE
"'l.1111111111lllillllllllllilllllllilllll!ll!lill\llllflllli!lllll!l!illll......._ _ _ _ _ _llllllillll._.........~illjllllll1. . . . . . . . . .~~IJll!illl!lllll"8Pllll!Ji.lllll!llllJlllllfilllllllill!1lilllUllllll!i111111111llllflllllllllillllll!il-~
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F. (Fun) Scott,
Hope you get an apple pie for
Valentine's Day! I forgive you
for the prom.
Matty, you're special, oh and
you're not?
Love, M~
Paul P.
To my special, sweet understanding friend, thanx for your
advice, understanding, and love.
Luv always~
V
The Dodge Dart Kid
A

x

RLM
Lisa Joseph,
Plain and simple,
Be my Valentine forever.
I love you.
David

Why is it that Valentine's Day
moves peo?le to make sicky
sweet promises of undying love?
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To Chris S.
God you've been
emancipated.
Enjoy your freedom Cowboy!

StevenRoses are red
Violets are blue
I may be difficult
.But I'm stil in love with you.
Happy V-Day!
Love always,

Richard
Wanna work up a sweat for
Valentine's??

Me

xoxo

+
Little Bear
I love you .to pieces!
Happy Valentine's Day,
Chrissy

Luv,
Your pal Sal

To Julie M. in 515S
You're cute. Be my Valentine!
XO,
?

•••
••
•
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Lisa Joseph,

Surrender your heart and I will
fill it only with joy,

Tracie
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Stephie!
Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite President!
Thursday is Rat day, let's break·
the chains of slavedom!
Your sister slave

Renee and Diane
Thanx for being good friends!
Susan

•

Kristin
Hang in there ....
Do it for me, do it for the world's
supply of peanut butter!
loveyour
best friend

Eddie,
Happy Valentine~s Day!
You'll always be my favorite
"snuggle hound". I love you !
Jan xoxo

Kathy and Betsy
Roses are red
Violets are blue.
No guys would like
a girl that looked like you two.

}(

To !\I Williams:
To Kev and John,
Have a Happy Valentine's Day.
You two are my number one
fans.
The posters are on the way.
Love,
.Rosemary C.

Bethany Goulet.,
Hope you're having a wonderful
Valentine's Day.
How about dinner?
Love ya
Dean

x

Mark (Sparky)
Words can't· express how much
the time we spend together
means to me.
Happy Valentine's Day.
~ove,

Susan

To my one and only favorite sis,
Cheryl
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love your sis
Yvette

We couldn't have done it without you!

0

Y oema n's I st clsaa

(Whirnpcrdog)

Jennifer Bates
Just wanted to wish you a Happy
Valentine's Day.·
Love you,
Michael

Happy Valentine's Day to.everyone at the lunch tableMel, Judy, Paula, Kevin. John,
Brian P .• Brian S .. Julie. Nandine, Paula, Tina. Diane. etc.
Love. Lynne
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To the whole crew on the
Comment,
Take care! Don't ,do anything
you1l regret later. Happy Valentine's Day.
Louise

Q
01

s
~

~
o·

Pam & Tony,
On your toes? Happy Valentine's
Day!
From your fellow dancer, Louise

c.

Kris and Nikki,
To the best roommates at BSC.
Hope things work out on Valentine's Day!
Cath
Michelle S.
Happy Valentine's Day! Don't
work too hard & take it easy on
the guys!
Love, Sue

Some certain b-ball cheerleaders
FSC watch out- here we come!
Practice SB- we '11 have fun!
(2/15/87)
Love,
Electra and Hoover

Lisa,
Happy Valentine's Day to my
financial supporter and part
time therapist. Thanks for finding my P.C.
Love,
Chris

To Gerry, Dave, and Dave,
Thanks for all your help.
Brent

To Lori,
Sweetheart, Have a Happy Valentine's Day! You are the sweetest of the sweet. The bestest of
the best! And I am lucky to have
you.
All of my love, Joe

.,

CJ .

CathThanks for understanding the
true meaning of friendship. We
love your "honesty!" Happy Valenti~e·s Day!!
Love, You know who

'

Ed and Ray,
To the most practical guys we
know!
Happy V Day!
The Three Sex Kittens
Glenn Flannigan,
Wanted to· let you know that
you 're still on my mind & I think
you 're as awesome as ever! Figure out who I am yet?
Love ya. Me

Cupid
llpproved

"l

O

Jack Flynn
To my partner in crime
(Winter orientation 86!)
I love ya!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Beth

Kriesy,
To the B.M.0.C.
Happy Valentine's Day! Cal I
gets easier the third time around.
Thanks for tutoring me- Did I
pass?
From Whoville with love,
Little Sue Who
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I love it ":'hen you w~ar bowling
shoes .... It really tu_ms me on.
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Mia Zottoli
the land of the reggae rasta
and gangaHappy Valentine's Day
Raggamuffin

F~om

To the staff of The Comment
I'm proud of you guys!
I will return!
Now get back to work!
Love, the EX-E-1-C

Elizabeth,
Happy Valentine's Day to my
fourth roommate. Hope everything works out .with you and
your valentine!
Love,
To J.F.
Chris
red~
the
sun
will
shin~~
11<"'-'- - -..~---,.,--.~-'-'"'".'""''"····,.,,,_,~,,,,,"''"'''',."'~·~m•i'l!!l~..,~-~~~~.,A~:,;:~,1;icl.;;liiiti!i!!fkfi;w\+'.•·• ,; ;;.;~t•lllllLl'•·····
1~ps~~mMSi
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you re rea1'y tf;e 6est, you're on

Walter Paschal-l·ID,
Don't eat spaghetti before you~
play "War". Happy Valentine's
Day.
Love you, "Not Janine"

Jen Bates,
I'm so happy we stuck things
out! You're the best friend a person could have!
Chuckles

Dan Darcy,
Happy Valentine's Day to my
fayorite ·brother and pal!!!
Melisse
Thanxfor the late night rap ses•
sions .and all your friendship.
Luvya
'.>; Terri-Terri
. ,,, ..

Miss Taunton.,.;,_
I love you! Ha11py Valentine.•s
. Day··.
·:-•Your favorite judge .

Joanne Anderson,
Have a great Valentine's Day
and maybe even a rum punch or
. a red stripe at happy hour.

my mind.
J.W.

...
•

'/".•

't

·,,

··<f <P
•
c1"'··· A

.,.•

Lori & Cathy,
Have a Happy V-Day. Do you
have any mousse left?
·Michelle

. J a~e Norton,
"Your fetching physique is
,bardly unique, you're mentally.
not so hot. You11 never win lau. rels, because of y0ut~.morals; but
111 tell you whafyou got~ .... You
got that thing.·~
·Mark

Don Duffy-I ID,
I hope I can wake up every
morning to the "Three S~ooges
and you."
Love, Sy Sperling

Steve Koski,
You've stolen my heart!!!
Deb &.Sue,
Stay up one weekend and party!
Your. roommate, Michelle

Paul Goulart,
I refuse to have yourhaby, this is
the last time I shall confront you
about die subject.
Luv, B.

Jake
Thanx for being my sounding
board and my f1iiend.
Luv
Terri

To, Linda W. and P.,
M}ss; tivi 11 ~ with you, and ·our
·late riight.·gig~le sessions. l hope
you have a ·a~ppy Yalentine''s

T).S.
No you're not dreaming,. and no
I'h{not going anywhere! •
c.H. X1oxo
•

••

J).ay.
'Love,
your, ex roomie
,.:Lisa
c~!

To t}1t girls on the 4th floor·~.,·
:~~,~We

love you"
. 212 She<!

· ...

Chris M.
Have an excellent Valentine's
_Day!
From,
The girl who dumped you in the
slush

Joe M. _
Since you failed as my secret
~ Santa,' how about· being my
secret Valentine?
Love,
The girl who is still waiting
. . . . ·..

Lisa

.·

rm risking my job to wish.
you a happyV;dentine'sday.
I hope. you appreciate it~
F. Scott

Dear Oatmeal,
Rex:netnber you're always
peaches· and.cream to me (never
lumpy).
Love me

Thursday, February 12, 1987
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Lisa,
. Deagle-deagle!
Glad you decided to stay!
Luv the Rummy 500 tid

SOY
Congratulations on your degree
in head games.

0

Mom and Dad,
Thanks for everything.!
Happy Valentine's Day, I love

Q

you!

Chris

•

To Brian H.,
My true love,
Let's always be gay cowboys ...
C.S. (Loverboy)

Mona
Happy Valentine's Day kiddo
Thanks for being a fri~nd!.t..
Terri
..,...

...

• •
Aim.
Happy Valentine's Day to my
dearest roommate.
Love
Double

Snooterbeggar Rutling
My dearest Becko, what a tremendous year. Remember Florida, seashells, erotic tapes, BK at
lam and cold, firey nights, Lisa
(and co), and ~ an hour. Listen
with your heart and I will never
be far away.
Love light,
Susan

+

laugh-

You're my best friend.
See you on Valentine's Day.
Love always.
Don
xoxoxo

•

Jake

o~

0

"Renee Renee"
Not all of them are married or
with girlfriends--we just
haven't found the ones that
aren't!

F. Scott Longo
Have a Happy Valentine's Day;
You'll always have a place
in my heart, even if I .can not
always show it.
Your wife

Suki Tawdry
Happy Valentine's Day to my
roomie and one of my closet
friends.
Thanks for putting up with me.

Paul
Thanks for always making me

Tramp,
Read the message to Vickie,
ooooh Boogie.
Rebels

AlvinSorry to hear that your leaves
are dropping.
Let me pick them up.
XXX Fannny 000

E.E.
I forgot your birthday but I still '
love you.
You are my best brother and a
· sweetie!
The scarf lover

Jackie
Happy Valentine's Day Honey!
P .S. Got a quarter for coffee?
Luv
Jackie lI

0

Jake

Thanx for being my sounding
'board and my friend.
Luv.
.. •
Terri

.:-

Terri La P.
I know all about your valentines!
Me

Debbie Mehgan
Happy V-Day to the best roommate and friend!
Graduation looms!
Luv ya!
Melisse
Annastasia
-.,..., Thanx for the late night rap sessions and all your friendship.
Luv ya
Terri-Terri

a.

To my my favorite WarrenZevo
fan:.
You're even better than bowling
shoes and strawberry daiquiris.
I'm glad you didn't wait til
March. Here's to. many more
typos!'
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love you,
Null

Mickey 0
Be my Valentine, or at least my
·
friend!
·
You are a very special friend
) value our friendship so much!
Luv

Lisa Jose.ph,
Clue: If love is blind I wish not to·
see.
Hint: 1-4-3
David forever yours

Martha

Brenty
l hope you are successful in your
Valentine's Day qu~st!I still love.
you, ·even · ff Madry~ T~ytoi
doesri•i:. ·
·
·Love,
·Chrissy

Paul,
.Happy Valentine' Day!
Keep thinking about real love!
"The.LovCBruQCh" .: · ·

O· .

V~ckie,

Qoufe of the Week:
··Ever get a New York wedgie?'.
Tramp

To Susan in Wood,
Y(ju are· forgiven.
Me

P.eggy M.
Happy Valentine's Day Booger.

'

c.
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Career Planning Staff"
You are a great group to work
with. Thanks for all you' do on
behalf of the students using the
office.
Denny

Dear Ms. W.
Hope you and all your teddy
bears have a very Happy Valentine's Day!!
Guess who

•

Avril
Meeting you was the greatest
thing to ever happen to me.
Love always, John

Chris, I hope your P.C. works
out this time. I'm glad you found
someone as nice as your P .C. ·
Good luck and have an Excelle'tlt
· Valentine's Day
Love,
Lisa
P.S. Remember what happens
with poles in the bathroom when
you are infatuated

Bill, Chris, J .J ., J.B., Lisa,
F.Scott and Co.,
Good luck this semester. The
first issue looked great. Keep a
stiff upper lip and don't listen to
anyone gripe (esp. me!)
Michelle

U!U!U!U!U!U!
Forever & one day Nobke-I
love you! Happy Valentine's day
& 9 months-the best months in
my life.
I love you! Dummie

o

Happy V-Day to a bunch of
great. roommates, Sandy, Jen,
Dori, & Amy. Rm. 58
From, Trisha

Scott 109,
Happy Valentine's Day! Where's
the party?
Deb· & Michelle

•

Eric from Hanson,
Are you really the most *!rniest
man on campus?
Party naked
The cook

..

Hair Spray Queen,
I enjoy cliff diving.
How about you?
The Gnome

Suzanne

Indy,
Only kidding in The N. C.
{But look out for the next issue
this spring!)
The staff

•

Chrissy
I can't wait for spring so we can
collect more rocks at the beach .
Love you

Ex - Red

Ramczyk~

Many thanks for your help and
advice... "What more can a man
say? He can say no more;"
Affectionately, Mark

unfortunately, your time for the
latter is almost here
I love you and I'll miss you
Beebo

To Weazie,
Thanks for the backru bs. Ever
consider majoring in them?
b.f.r.

B.F.R.
Thanks for your help in my hour
of need

I:J

Sally Anne Ward,
"Friendship ... Friendship. Just
the perfect blendship. When
other friendships have been forgot, ours will still be HOT!"
Deepest Love, Mark

C.D.
I enjoyed our meetings in the
halls of Wood.
I hope it was good for you too.
I hope to see you at Boyden.
S.P.M.

My SWCf
up of:

Mr. Doughert
Keep flunking those ,
Happy V-Da~
-A Senior

0

Prince CharmiTI
I know you're out the
where. Wherever you (l
you have a Happy V.
Day. Please come soo
me to your castle o
come true!
Cinderella

Cliff Lady
Your Greek god has ar
Collin

Michelle
Happy Valentine's Day
Lots of love
M O'C 308

TheE-1-C

0
To the Philosophy Dept.
Thanks ·for everything. ·Happy
Valentine's Day.
M.A.L.

To Susan, the. obscene phonecaller,
Really, I don't live in Sc0tt-I'm
from Easto:n.
Try me there.
Happy Valentine's Day!
(Ma Bell is gonna 9atch up with
you!)
Brent
..

Lisa Joseph
Freddie says Happy.Valentine's
Day~ .Ha, Ha!
Lpve,
David
P.s~· Loser!

A..

Stine, Chrissy, D'
Duval, and E
Happy Valentine's f
you!
Thanks for eve
We love yo
your friet
Amy and1

Stephanie Chenly
LaP
Lefs have some wild passionate
tickling sessions.
Love,
M ffC·308

Linda Medieros,
. You never knew what I was
to you as i:ny slave.
going to
Want to find out?
M.A.P.

To my favorite ~weetheart

DB

... Here's to. hoping all your
wishes come true.
Love, M.A.P.

Happy Valen
spec:
Luv your

Lisafoseph,.
Happy 1 year a~niversary, 2-887, don't stop there!
Love,
·
always,
David

do

To my master
Free the slaves. (Especially your
two most expensive ones).
Break the chains and let us go!

E.T:-c-V.P.

Alisa
I miss you,
wanna move in again?
Thanks for being there for me!
Luv,
The Twinkie-s Ex

Paul,
All my love to the best guy a girl
could a.-. k for.
Happy. Valentine·s Day!
·
Love, forever! ·
The Ya wing. Festival Qirl

Thursday, February 12, 1987
~~~~~
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Rick Gatley,_
Just thought I'd make an annual
thing out of it.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Chris

"

Honey Bunny
test memories are made
ittle things we share.
ove you, K.E.G.

•

Lisa and Cathie in 317
(and Connie, too!)
Happy Valentine's Day, kids!
Stop thinking so much!!!!
Love ya,
Beth

y,
fresp.men!
r.

g,
re.somere I hope
alentine's
n to take
f dreams

Mary E. Wood,
"To my little sister"... May yourlife be full of wonderful things.
Love, M.A.P.

Sue-B!(a:%
Good Luck with Dick. Maybe
your PC has come riding up on
his white horse and he will carry
you to his castle in the sky.
Love,
Lisa

Darlene .Violette,

To my coffee Buddy ... There is

To all the female undergrads on
campus:

one section of my heart with
your name all over it.
I love ya', M.A.P.

Merrill Boynton-Cheyne,
Thank you forbeingafriend. It's
meant a lot to me. I hope it has to
you.
M.A.P.

Why is it, with a 3 to I ratio, all
of you have boyfriends?
A concerned (and spouseless)

+

nice guy

0

AMC, Corny, and Nicki
Keep up the partying!
Nice legs little sis
Love,
308 M'OC

To Sharon,
Don't you go around spreading
nasty things about me! I'm not
that kind of a boy!

BFR

Veg,
Happy Valentine's Day! I'm glad
everything worked out and
is back to normal. 1 missed you.
•
Love, Raccoon

•• 0

To Chris,
I'm still waiting for the alimony
checks!!!
PAY UP OR I'M GONNA
SICK MY LA WYERS ON
YA!!!
Love always,
Your first ex

Tom,
I want to go rock hunting at
Chapham-Are you interested?
·Love you!.
Chrissy

·=

+

To Chris S.:
I love you thweetie.
From your thecret admirer.

Thanks for everything! Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love,
B!. %<t I

ri:ved

Poukie Bear! H!
Happy Valentine's Day!!!! You
better still give me hugs when
you become Mr. President!
Love, Poukette

D.D.
Hope you have an excellent Valentine's Day!
Love and friendship
always,
J.C.

Lisa Joseph,
You're always .there for me.
Don't forget it works both ways
Love,
David

mna. Janis,
etty-

Ian

Lisa Di'Cicco
I luv .you
'Don't forget! Summer! ..
Love,
Steven

Hey Craig U!
I like you!
Love,
Secret Admirer

Paul,
Shall we?
Love~
We shall

You'e worth every shed.
Love,
David

Jeffery Donovan
No matter what everyone else

Day to all of

1rything
u.all
tds

Lisa Joseph
My heart bleeds tears of love.

says,
l still like you!
(Alot!)
Love,
Me

• ·c1

Happy

Valentine's

Day

E.T.S.K.
Love, Tam and. Pat

n;Darcy
line's Day to a very
at person·.
:secret admirer
Lance,
Congratulations, you and Sammy's one year anniversaryHappy Valentine's Day
Your two roommates
.. New York Wedgiesr??"

Mary An.ne Simmons,
That which we call a rose, by any
other name would still smell as
sweet.
Mark

Linda and Mike
Happiest Valentine's to th.c King
and Queen

Gary and Patrick
Happy Valentine's Day!

or H carts

Love,
Ann

love
BK

Terr! L, or "Terrillia",
No more late night walks!
People 'fo worry about you!

Happy

Valentins Day, you
Broadway star!

-

.·"
.

Big Les
One year on Valentine's Day?
Omigod!
Thanks for sharing in so many of
my special moments.
Love you always,
SB

·Christine, Roses are red but
violets
are· pink, you make me so
"
happy I just can't think.
Bebs and Suems
Happy Valentine's Dayl
Your roomie
Debbie

Rebel
Have one '"Hill" of a valentine's
Day! No more tresspassing after
hours!!!
From your other Rebel

Kathy Karl
Happy Valentine's Day.
Thanks for having such a good
ear.
"Katie Katie"
Debbie
Take care of that foot ... cool it on
the volleyball playing!
Happy Valentine's Day!
"Woody"

0

Jane Macleod, Linda Dutra,
and Dawn Guervemont:
Happy Valentine's Day, babes!
Love.
"Ira"

To Jim (PE 182):
We love ya

Thanks for all your help!
Viking Girls

Brian,

Donna,
a

Rumor has it that for a $5 bowl
of soup you put out!
But I still love you. xoxo
Janis

To some chick named MarySome guy at UMASS loves you!
He told me so!
The girl with the best beau in the
world

,.,,

·· B.s.c.· Forensic

Team
No more 5-70's!!! We're making
1-lOO's now!!!
We're headed for sucess!
Happy Valentine's Day
Love ya
Melisse Dansereau

To my one and only Bean
I love you tons and tons!
Even though we may be apart in
the future the love we share will
keep us together.
Happy Valentine's Day and
Happy Anniversary!

•

Laura Michelle,
Hey girl. Where's the party?
Hope you find someone worth
giving a XO to.
Your roomie
Deb

Amy,
I'm real glad we met.
Have a Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Steve

Happy Valentines'Day.

great chairperson!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
PC

You're

•

Brendan Wilcox,
Happy Valentine's Day B!
Have an excellent day.
Love·
Debbie

Pamela,
We've been a team for two years
and we'll always be a team.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love Tony

Love and Kisses,

Y.L.P.

To S.A.
Roses are red, violets are blue,
you're my flyboy, and I love you!
Love, K.E.R.

Susan and Mary
You two are the speda lest
roommates ever. ( No Satan
didn't make me say that)
Happy Valentine's Day!
The Bowling Shoe Lady

••

Alice.
You're so femin-nine Booger!

P.S.W.
Deanna Sammons,
Hey dude. Happy V-Day.
. Le(s .tiave a party .
.''.~~~~ ~nd, smil~ng. ·
)!)jg sister. X()·

ave yo\}T office,
directed ·study from
hell! Thank you for everything!
A special senior
,.

l:.uAiine,
~··I· will .love
you forever.
Happy Valentine's Day. ; .

Love,
Ski,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Good· luck in the real world.:
Love,
Heidi

Me

Keith. Wilcox
Hi sweetness.
. Happy Valentine's Day:
Will you be my teddy .• bear?
xoxo
Love,
Deb

Anthony Fagen,
Attention, Attention!
..
SKIN of. precipus~ ypu know
.·who.you are.! ..
Happy :~ec.()nd anniver~ry, Lefs
have a really happy.)hit:d! .

:
:~.·.·~.·

'\v
•.·..

·

,··:

..•..•.•....•-.·•.•......•.•...•.

·wuv'U!
The 303-.D Snuggle Bunny
'

To Skipper,
You're the best.
Love, .
Melina

. -··Tel

Heidi
You are the best roommate in
the whole world!!!
Thank you for being you.
Love. you bunches,
Diane
Mona

.

To The C(nnme111~oi-k.<~t\id>
girls:
!fhanks for all yourhard work.
We couldn't do it without vou.
May all vour. Valentine f:.rnt~sie!
come true.

0

Happy Valentine's Day Honey.
I love you always and forever!

Pam B.,
Hope you have a good Valentine's Day with Mr. Honey Dew ·
Donuts. We miss you at The
Comment, and don't worry I'll
still be your friend even if the
personality tests say you're a. terrible person.
Love,
Chris

d&mci

To Bill:
I love you
Always
Melina

P.J.C.
Well, here we go!
Love youyour favorite sister

Live "long and prosper:'
And keep ori'treHin'!!!·
From your Vulcan friend

Thursday, February 12, 1987
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To Karen,
Dear Sweetheart, will you be my
Valentine? Will you also be my
love slave, private nurse, and
massager?
Love, Chris

Rob Zonfrelli Apt. 11 D
Happy Valentine:s Day, you
"Stallion!"
Hugs & Kisses, Marsha Hayes

To Sally,
To my Valentine. Let's get naked
and play show-and-tell.
Love, Richard
Paul M.
Hi, Babe. I miss you and hope
you have a great Valentine's
Day. Drink a ginger beer for me.

To Apt. llD,
You guys throw great partys!
Happy Valentine's Day!
A .punch lover!

Have

Dave,
Ive got a crush on you!
Love "Like a Sister.,

To my favorite Kappa Phi. Kristina S.,
Thanks fur the late night walk.
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, A Sigma Chi
Hey Andropolis! ·
Welcome to BSC! You & I now
have a friend in commonRoxanne. Happy Valentine's
Day!
Weazie

To the Cherabim,
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love always, Stine

Chris Howard,
Sorry about the prom. How ·
about some apple. pie?
Dave

Paul,

Ron,
.
Michael & Karen,
Happy Valentine's Day! Thanks for everything~
a·
Weazie
happy Valentine's J?ay.
Your future sister in-law and
sister

Rm. 29, T.H .• S.D.,
Have a happy Valentine's Day.
Your Cig supplier

Jim Fernandes
Roses are red, violets are blue,
just writing to say, I'd like to
meet you. Happy Valentine's
Day from someone in your P.P.
and D. class!
Love, A.B.
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You .make me laugh, you make
me sing, Thank you for my diamond ring! I'll love you
FOREVER!.!!
Chris

Brent,
Happy Valentine's Day! Good
luck with your studies. You
really are a sweet guy, even if you
do come up behind ~e & tickle
,
me a lot.
Weazie

Maple Street Crew,
Bonjour! Aves un bon jour de
Saint Valentine.
Votre Amie, Louise
Jean,

Marie, Lynn, Joanne,
Valdy,
Happy Valentine's Day Guys!
Love. De'Q

SAL,
Remember, I married the first
time for 10\re.
F.Scott

S.D.,

Chrissy, I wuv you. U-u-upee.
Your honey.
Love always, Lil' Guy

To the Comment Photo Staff,
Happy Valentine's Day! (or is it
be nice to women photographers
Neek?)
Love,?

I love you. Happy Valentine's
Day!
Love, A.M.

To my brother Bill,
Even though you drive me nuts
sometimes, I really love you a
lot. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Your favorite sister

Linda M.

ever ask' for: Happy Valentine's
Day.
Love, Me

Dear Dad,
Thanks for giving me such a terrific home. Happy Valentine's
., Day.
Your son, RALPH
P.S. Can I go to the Bahamas?

To my Special Friends at BSC,
I want to take thi~ time to thank
all of you for the memories and
. to wish
of you lots of happiness, much success, and tons of
LOVE!!! Happy V.D. guys.
Love yas, Scooper

John B. and Andrea,
Best of luck on Valentine's Day!
Take care.
Louise

all

Kris,

May your fridge be filled with
Coors and your shelves with
Captain Morgans (especially on
Sunday nights)! Happy Valen-

Laura,
Thanks for being there and all
your good advice. Happy Valentine's Day!
Ca th

/\BS

Welcome home and stic.:k around

Debbie B.
Happy Valentine's Day! We all
love you!
Love, Kraig, the Beaver, Jerry,
Tony, Scott & Bob

for awhile. It\ great to have you
hack.
lfoppy Valentine's Day
J.H.

K.E.G.,
Valentine's Day is a perfect day
to remind yqu that my. love for
you .is everlasting and II)Y com-.
mittment is .strong. We're going
all the way Baby!
·
Love always W;~,.G.

Roger,
How ya doin? You are the nicest
Italian G.od has ~reateg this"Century. ·1 hope to meet you in a dark
hallway soon .. Happy Valentine's Day'!

.•.

"~.:
. .... ~.- .:~.·~

-

Jelly Bean,
. Always & forever.&a day.(still).
Happy Valentine's Day.
Love ya, Me

61
~

: '

-

.

'.'

.. '·'. , ..

·

Diane Duarte,
I've been watching you for so
long- you're aJways smilingyour cheery face brightens my
·
day!,
Happy Valentine's Day~
Cutey pie!
Love,
Secret Admirer

.·

·":

Tom Devin,
l'm'stiU waiting
for a pho:ne call. Have a Happy
. V. Day
:Michelle
Where~~re you?

·. ·,.

Philip Dias,
How's your roommate? Have a
· Suems;
Happy V-Day.
Lotsa luck with "specifics" #30, ·
Michelle
·and any other nice footing guy~
E.S.
Thanks for "Christy's" "Unbe~:
You Il)ay not
your license,
lievable i ! " ·Happy Valentine's
but you still have me!
Day!!
.I love you! Jan
Love, Bebs. & the "family"

have

Bebsarooni~

Happy Valentine•s Day! ScoO'p
nice guys, esp. Al, the bear, & .
Kraig! Try not to get too freaked: '·
out by tiptoeing tulips! 2/23 will
be our night. Lo,ok out B's! Lafi
. ,dude'"'.'"I>?tnce!
. Lpve #30's fan.

Donna. Joanj~. Recni. Arny.
..
Knfen:Ikt'h:' .
THnyi1.-Cat{,·1'. and m\' other <..:on-

~tant comrani;rns·Hiippy Valentine\ Day
:\'an_<.:i

Jodi,:
Even though it drives me crazy
when they talk, I hope you, Egar
and ·Fred have a happy Valentine's Day. Thanks for being a
great roomie.
Love, Christa

Jennifer G.C.,
I never thought a friendsh,ip like
ours could just fade away. I hope
you find what you want.
E.L.

To Steve C.
The best story teller: around!
Keep it up (flying planes).
Girls of Viking Trail...
(Whimperdog)

Andrea B. (my 207 roomie),
Have a Happy Valentine's Day (i
with Marcus! Here's to another ·
year as friends.
Love ya, Karen

.
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Mr. Rossi (Ego Maniac)
Happy V-Day. I'm glad we're
friends again.
Love,
Susan

•

S.B. (Scum Bag)
Never again!
Promise me.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love,
Susan

•

1 o the D.J. from Rock Patrol
You have the sexiest voice I've
ever heard on the radio.
You can come over and spin my
disks any time.
Love you,
your number one groupie

BobbyYou're my one and only love,
The one 1 can't stop thinking of.
We'll be together-Just you and
me
Now and forever44C!!
Happy Valentine's day!
· I love you always!
Love,

To Karen, Linda, Paula, Nique,
Renee, Diane, Jeanne, Ray and
Margaret,
Happy V-Day.
Luv ya
Vay

•

To Dave, Ed, Dan, Mike. Beth,
Jen, Dean, Erin,
Happy Valentine's Day.
Lisa V.

Me

xoxo
Tim L.
Well. you wanted a message-so
here you are. Happy Valentine's
Day!

Heidi Ganss,
Happy Valentine's day!!!
I know I'm not your dreamboat
(Tony F.) but I come very close!!
Please give me a chance!!!

Elizabeth.
Happy Valentine's to someone
who deserves so much better!
Love you
Susan

UsaJoseph
The little things you do make my
big heart swell and my eyes
leaky.
My girl
Love you
forever
David

1

0

To my favorite D.J. Mike
(Amour).
Your commuter cafe buddy,
Lisa Vay

Susan-

Underwear manGive me a kiss!
Happy Valentine's DayYou know who

Pat,
Happy Valentine's Day! We love
you!
The Comment Staff

Patty and Cori
You nuggets are the best!!!
!"lappyValentine's Day!!! PC or
did
SOTB
Love ya,
Hand D

deb

x

0

Tim.
Hey sausage-you Greek!!
H.appy Valentine's Day- We
love you!
Thanks for being so nice.

Gerad Denommee
Happy Valentine's Day:
Stop drinking on the job.

Carol H.
We only did it because we care.
Happy Valentine's Day!
We love you- _
D and D

+

! think you've been hit by Cup-

id's ''Beau".
Happy Valentine's Day with lots
of mushy stuff.
C and T

•
.0.

Beefcake (S.D.)

Open you eyes see the light, and

maybe you'll realize that we
could oe right.
Nay

lncty: Dave D., DaH: W.. M)ke.
Phil, Maureen, and Bob.
Thank you for your knowledge
and support.
lt 's appreciated.
Bi 11 B. ( E I C)

. Bill,

Diane,
Put the deodorant under the
tree-thanks for the $2 and special times. Love ya baby!
T

Diane,
Everytime I watch that movie I
· think of you honeyr
'
I love you and your brow~ eyes!
Love,
Paul

0
Diane,
To the best roomate in the
world-thanks for being you!
I love you-also,thanks for
being so· understanding and
supportive.
Happy Valentine's Day!

•

Tim P.
·
Hey chappy!
Hundreds of boxes.

Peter Santerre
Happy Valentine's Day!!!!

Debbie
Stop messing with the security!
Your roommate

Happy Valentine's Day to my
favorite E-1-C!
Love,
your
Managing Editor

You're a

sweefo~ ...

?

Betty Ann, You are one of the
most smartest persons we know!
We love you
D and H

Fanny,
A dozen red roses to my favorite
fern.
Love Alvin
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s10G Available in Scholarships
During the spring of this year cial interest are the Alumni
at the College Honors Convoca- Scholarship Program, the Presition and at the Annual Meeting dential Scholars Program, and
of the Alumni Association the Shea Scholars Program
$70,000 will be awarded , to (soon to be announced). In addiundergraduate students--the tion, the Dr. Edmund Haughey
result of the largest scholarship Memorial Scholarship, the Steendowment ever assembled in phen Laskoff Scholarship, the
the history of the College. In Lincoln Trust Company Schoaddition a number of awards will larship, and the Henry Werner
recognize ·individual accomp- Memorial Scholarship have
lishments in a variety of aca- broad criteria.
demic fields and through
involvement in campus and
community leadership activities. Application Deadline:
Information on each of the
scholarship and award programs
Friday, March 6, 1987
is outlined in detail in the 19861987 Student Handbook on
pages l 0 I through 107. While a
number of programs involve
Special category awards recnomination and selection by ognize academic excellence in a
members of the Faculty and variety of fields including EduAdministration, others require cation, Management Science,
direct application by the student the Humanities, and Media. Stucandidate. Students who meet dents who will be entering gradthe award criteria are urged to uate level study in September
obtain application materials at should review criteria for the
the Office of Student Services Chellis and Shea scholarships.
(Boyden Hall), the Financial .Aid Older than average students who
Office (Tillh1~~l:1st Halt), or the have transferred from MassoCam,p~~1!l1~fiter Information soit, individuals of Portuguese
heritage, graduates of Bourne or
>;#lW(lffi:
,~/''
Obtain a copy of the "Scholar- Barnstable high schools, and
ship Capsule" which highlights students who have relatives who
specific award criteria. Of spe- graduated from Bridgewater

l[llllll•U 111.lillJH I

II

r

!lllU ti

nu

I

If

may qualify for one of the specially designated Alumni
Scholarships.
The following steps are suggested to award applicants.
L Immediately request a copy of
your college transcript at the
Registrar's Office (Boyden Hall)
which will be processed at no
charge. If you will be applying
for more than one scholarship
you may make additional copies
of the transcript to be sent to the
various selection committees.
2. Application forms should be
typewritten and completed
according to the directions.
3. It is recommended that you
make an appointme.nt with
members of the Faculty or
Administration from whom you
will request letters ofrecommendation to review specific scholarship criteria.
4. Unless otherwise noted on the
scholarship application, the
deadline for the submission of an
application materials is Friday,.
March 6, 1987. It is your responsibility to make certain that the
appropriate materials have been
submitted and that your application is complete.
5. If you have questions please
contact the Office of Student
Services (Boyden Hall).
l

Mystery Photo: Can you find this on
Campus. Hint: Homeward Bound
(photo by Kirk Van Dyke)

Dell Publishing Releases Job-finding Aids
On February.J. 1987. Dell
Trade Paperbacks published
two essential guides for students
and professionals alike seeking
valuable career experience and
guidance: THE JOB HUN-

TER'S DIARY: The Working
Companion For Anyone Looking For Work by Barbara Binswanger and Jim Charlton and

GETTING WORK EXPERIENCE: The Directory of
Summer Internship Programs
That Lead to Careers by Betsy
Bauer, A Dell Trade Paperback
reissue for 1987.
The Job Hunter's Diary by
.Barbara Binswanger and Jim
Charlton, authors of Dell's successful The Perfect Wedding

Planner, is for anyone looking
for a first job, hoping to change
positions, or in between jops.
In the convenient pocket format of other Dell planners, The
Job Hunter's Diary includes
hundreds of practical tips on
preparing resumes. visiting
employment agencies. and
researching job sources. The
book also contains a 3-month
calendar and organizer to manage your search with optimum
skill and efficiency. Worksheets
include: Weekly Calendars to
record appointments, interviews, and expenses, Weekly
Worksheets to write down your
plans of action and Contact
Worksheets to keep track of

names, addresses, and telephone stant companion for the duranumb.ers of contacts and tion of the search.
referrals.
A must for career-minded colSince the average American lege students, Gelling Work
holds eight jobs in his or her life- Experience features a compretime, ·almost everyone will face hensive listing of more than
the challenge of looking for a job 10,000 paid internship opporseveral times over. The Job Hun- tunities and includes company
ter's Diary tells you everything profiles, addresses and teleyou need to know to best organ.. phone numbers in all areas of
ize your search and land the business. technology and
most desirable job possible. A government. Next to a diploma.
self-evaluation chart helps you work experience and contacts
pinpoint your strengths .and gained during a summer internweaknesses and the worksheets ship are valuable assets for colprovide the vehicle for an organ- lege students when applying for
ized and intelligent search. Sized their first job. The internship
to fit comfortably into a pocket- listings include suchfoundations
book, jacket or briefcase, this as Rockwell lnternatinnal, The
diary will be the job seeker's con·- United States General Account-

ing Office. National 4-H Foundation, WBC'N-Radio. and
many .others.
Betsy Bauer. a business reporter for USA Today, outlines
what students should look for in
an internship, and how they can
find a program to fit their geographic and career needs. Specific listings include location of
the internship, job description;
length of position, necessary
qualification,·and availability of
college credit. Tips on living
arrangements. transportation.
salary, a,nd even proper dress for
the job complete this conprehen-

. sive guide.
Betsy Bauer is a graduate of
Temple University.

Summer Opportunity
The Institute on Comparative gress (ICPES) and top media
Political and Economic Systems professionals (IP J ): Site Brief(ICPES) and the Institute on ings at locations of national
Political Journalism (IP J ). both . importance; and Accredited
held at Georgetown University, courses in Comparative Political
. offer unique opportunities for Systems and Comparative Ecostudent!; with demonstrated nomic Systems (ICPES) or Ecoleadership skills. academic nomics in Public Policy and
achievement. and extracurricu:.. Ethics and the Media OPJ),
· lar involvement in political
Students earn a minimum of
science. economics. or journalsix
credit hours for participation
ism. These nvo unparalleled
in
either
program and scholar- .. >
summer opportunities will be

held in Washington D.C. for six
weeks from June 5 through July

Snowbound! Residents' cars sit buried in the Kelly Gym lot after this
week~ most recent display of winter (Staff photo by Kirk Van Dyke)

18, both Institutes offer:
Internships and Lectures with
Ambassadors, Members of Con-

ships are available for qualified

students. A brochure and appli-

cations for further details is
located a.t the Bridgewater State
Comment office.
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. receive the kind of favorable publicity
The coming week sees a trend de- you've been hoping for. Use it to furveloping that favors st.ability in many · tiler a brand-new interest.
areas. Relationships which, in the re- ·
CANCER (June %1-July 7) cent past, have suffered from insecu- Achievement is featured early in the
rity or even mistrust benefit from a week; later on, however, you rest on
willingness to open up .and communi· your laurels gainfully. (July 8-Jaly %1)
cale with greater freedom. The work~ -· Exception.al sources yield just the
ing environment sees changes for the material support you need to carry out
better. This is a good week for settling plans for launching a new project.
LEO (July ?3-Aug. 7) -- Take the diinto routine; greater enjoyment -- and
profit! -- ensue. Those who will play vi- rect approach. Any use of subterfuge
tal roles make themselves known ear- to achieve your ends will surely backfire by week's end. (Aug. 8-Aug. %%) -lv on.
- Those who have been influential to Discoveries in the realms of the physiyou throughout recent weeks may be cal. the emotional and the spiritual
even more prominent this week. Those cap a week of enterprise.
who are indeed on top of things will
VIRGO (Aug. ?3-Sept. 7) -- Home
have no difficulty retaining control matters take time and energy this
over projects, finances. relationships. week. Don't expect gain unless you are
etc. The unsuspecting. however. may willing to give. (Sept. 8-Sept. %%) -·
find that he is not his own boss!
Good news from one long dropped out
of sight sends you into high-gear erno·
· AQUARIUS (Jan. %0-Feb. 3) -Highly emotional moments occur tionally. Prospects increase.
throughout the week. Protect yourself;
UBRA (Sept. %3-0ct. 7) - Be guid·
avoid important decisions. (Feb. 4- red by what you see in the eyes of fam·
Feb. 18) ·- Your ability to persuade
Uy and friends when you reveal your
others to do your bidding puts you in plans. Do nothing rash. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)
line for exceptional gain this week.
_ Any information pertinent to the
success of present operations must he
· PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5) -- Your
dynamic nature may pro\.'e too much gleaned by week's end. Move!
for less active. less involved compan·
SCORPIO {-C)ct_ %l-Nov. 7) __ Libra
ions. Put on the brakes. (March 6Marcb 20)-- Legalities may slow your
and Virgo persons play vital roles in
your success this week. Refuse to proprogress. Even so. you make unex- crastinate further. (Nov. 8-Nov. 21} •·
pected gains and catch up late in the A fascination with a member of the
week.
opposite sex could cause you to lose an
ARIES (March Zl-April 4) - Added
.advantage recently gained.
responsibility proves depressing early
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. :??-Dec. 7) ..
on. Your ability to .adapt leads to gainful action later. (April 5-April lt) _ Unless you can come to terms with
This is the perfect week for making a family members regarding irnmedi·
new st.art. Past failures count for little ate plans. you can kiss this week good- if you've learned.
bye. (Dec. 8-Dec. %1) - What you take
· TAURUS (April tO-May S) _ You
to be merely a token of another's afshould be able to gain a bird's-eye fection may be all you get. Look to the
view of the future by reading this new.
CAPRICORN' (Dec- 22-Jan. 6) ~week's signs correctly. (May 6-M.ay
%0) -· A surge of energy early in the
The prominence of the elderly and the
week makes possible both beginnings very young in your life this week make
a change in plans necessary. (Jan. iand conclusions. Be enthusiastic.
GEMINI (May %l-Ja.ue6}-- Style is
Jan. 19) - Chronological age matter!'
more valued this week than quantity. little this week. It's how vou feel that
You can carrv off a sticky situation will guide activities at this time.
~t 191'· UZ111bdFutvnS::m&<:a...,. ll><:
with panache:(June 7-June 20) -- You

I

Psychologically Yours
By
Dr. Richard T; Colgan, Professor of Psychology
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Much to iheldismay of ·the entire BSC community the .Tilly
menu will tjdt. be run this week. This is in order to allow· the
staff to corf,e.ct any inaccuracies that have been caused by
changes in).}Je menu by Food Services. It can be seen in its
usual forrfltil.hext week.
<=-'~·~"Ji< ..

.r;11

~Y.

I

"A college is buildings with four.
walls-with tomorrow inside"
Welcome ... to a New Year and
365. days and 8760 hours of perspnal growth/intellectual development, and a multitude of
opportunities to enrich your life.
The 1987 classes in psychology
began ··with increased enrol·lments and. the introduction of
Dr. David Richards as Psychology Department Chairman.
Warmest "thanks~~ "standing
ovation" is due to outgoing chair
Dr. Louis Shippers who steered
the department through burgeoning enrollments and
B.S.C.'s first Graduate Program
in Psychology. The B.S.C. student may now continue or
embark upon a Master of Arts in
Clinical-Psychodynamic Therapy or Industrial-Personnel at
B·.s.C., or in conjunction with
S.M. U. specializations in
Human Services Administration
or Clinical-Behavioral Analysis.
The spiraling increase in psy~
chology majors at our nation~s
colleges and universities from
2.3 percent in 1977 to 3.2 percent
in 1985 is an interesting phenomenon deserving of further analysis especially when one
considers that advancement in
psychology is ordinarily predicated upon advanced degrees.
However, college students tend
to be very astute and the lure of
psychology may be because they
.c:J,i~c~1µ:~Psychology not only as
.interesting and beneficial to

whatever their job goal, but that
psychology is emerging as a
good occupation for which there
is a demand. Want to know more
- Then write for a free copy of
..Careers. in Psychology,"' Publication Sales Department, American Psychological Association,
1200 17th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036. It is
chock full of careers in Psychology, education and training
required, how to become a psychologist, and the wonderful
future and opportunities in
psychology.
"Keep an eye peeled ...... for
applications to join the Psychology Club expected to be distributed shortly... or if you can't
hold your breath, see Dr. Colgan
in Rm. 330 Burrill Academic
Bldg.
The "Second Annual Conference for Industrial and Organizational Psychology" (Division
14 of the American Psychological Assn.) will be held at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel, Atlanta,
GA.,April 34~ 1987. Conference
and workshops registration
information is on reserve for you
in the Psychology Club Library,
Rm 303, Burrill Academic Bldg.
Did you know? The Parapsychology Foundation, N.Y., considers proposals for original
study, experiments or projects in
telepathy, precognition, psycho~
kinesis and related phenomena
with awarded grants from $100
to $3,000. Applications may be
made at any time J)y submitting
a proposal outline to the Foundation at 228 East 7lst St., New
York, NY. 10021.
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NICOSIA
OSLO
PARIS
PRAGUE

Chrla and LI••
Thanks for the extra
effort-Biii

•

REYKJAVIK

BUDAPEST

ROME

CARDIFF

SOFIA

COPENHAGEN
OOUGLAS

TI-IE HAGUE
TIRANA

Gain valuable.resiime experience in Marketing, Adver~
tising, Promotion &Public Relations. No door-todoor or phone sales. Corporate Training Seminar.
Scholarship & Internships avail. Must have car. Cont.
full-time for Summer. Possible pay increase before
Summer. Management Oppertunities.

VALLETTA

EAST BERLIN
HELSINKI
LUXEMBOURG

VIENNA
WARSAW

MADRID

"

Vector Marketing Corporation
offers Part Time Work
starting pay $9 .25

Answer

Massachusetts Residents preferrea
All majors apply
10-30 flexible hours available
AJJplications accepted on campus
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Bookstore Lobby
Tuesday, Feb.17 toam-2pm

Pref. given to applications submitted
on campus.
If class schedule conflicts, ca11
449-4362 mon-fri.
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Sports,
Lady Bears beat Clark
Ranked in top 20 Nationaly
,By
Mike Storey
The Bridgewater State College women's basketball team
cracked the prestigious top 20 in
the latest NCAA Division III
poll, with an impressive (17-3)
record.
The key to Bridgewater's jump
in the rankings was a stellar
come-from-behind victory over
Clark University (57-52), who
were (13-2) going into the game.
BSC trailed at halftime (28-21)
but came out smoking in the
second half as they out-scored
their opponents, (18-4) in the
first eight minutes. Freshman,
Mary Cawley led the charge
scoring fourteen of her game
high eighteen in that half. Christine Choukas was solid at both
ends of the court scoring I 1
points and snaring I 0 rebounds.
All-Star guard J oAnn Runge

Steve Lopes in action (photo by Debra willis),

Men shoot for better
By
Mike. Storey

caught on fire shooting 60%
from the field in the second. half
to pull away to an 87-64 victory.
The Bridgewater State's men's. The Bears only had two players
basketball team won their tenth in double figures with Rich
game of the season. but also lost Maguire hitting for 16 and John
two important MASCAC con- Dillman adding I.
ference games, as their overall
Against Framingham State,
record stands at,10-8, but is only the BSC hoopsters battled the
2-6 in the MASCAC.
entire game, but just couldn't
The Bears started the week off catch the talented Rams dropright as. they. pounded Curry ping a· 76-71 decision. The Bears
:tr .
.
.
Co}l~ge fq·r ~\).e se~on4 ·tim~· ·

dished out a s_eason high of 12
assists.
In other action during the
week, the Lady Bears chalked up
two more victories against
MASCAC opponents as they
easily defeated Westfield State
(57-34) and Framingham State
(90-47). The wins raised Bridgewater's, record to (7-1) in the
MASCAC confrence as they
trail only Salem State who is currently undefeated.
In the Westfield State contest
the Lady Bears started off slow
offensively leading (23-19) at
halftime. They found their
shooting touch in the final
period and maintained their
stingy defense holding the Lady
Owls to fifteen points in the
second half. Mary Cawley and
Lynn Malkasian shared scoring
honors with ten each.
The Framingham State game
was over early as BSC raced out

to a(51-24) halftime lead as they
cruised to an easy win. Twelve
players made the scoring column
in this one~ led by Christine
Choukus (16), JoAnn Runge
(14) and Lyn Malkasian (11).
Runge notched her season high
of 12 assists as the BSC fastbreak was in overdrive this
game.
The Lady Bears have now won
twelve of their last thirteen
games and there seems to be no
stopping them now. Coach Bo
Ruggiero puts it this way. " It's.
always been one one of our team
goals to be in the top 20 nation-..
ally. We've done that now and
have our sight set on moving up
even higher over the next few
weeks. The Clark game was a big
win for us. We showed a lot of
character and mental toughness
that wins ball games against top
competition."
11!11

Cont. p. 19

Profile:

field'' State. After a j 1:.'.31 dead~
lock at halftime, Westfield
re bounds to lead all BSC
scorers.
With five games remaining on
the schedule the Bears hopes for
the post-season play look dim,
but the opportunity to improve
on last seaon 's 13-11 mark is well,
within reach. "We have five
tough ball games left this. year,"

J::\s

po .

g ll .f()J;

from the

fi~IQ:. Steve.Lopes added 21 and

Ort from the entire team if We
i1tC mark .when Rich Maguire intend to better our season from

was lost for the night with five last year. We come to play every
John Dillman chipped in with 10 f guls and silencing the. Bridge- nighl so with a few breaks here
while dishing outsix assists~ ... water inside game. M~~ire left" and there we'll be able·to reach
Bridgewater took to. the road >the game with:·~n pofotslna· 11. , ur goal this year.••

The BSC men's and wom!!n.'s Tony L~course took another;l-2
swim teams finally broke into finish.in the one'nieter optional
the win column last Saturday, as - tHving.
-they defeated the Bea_co~s <:?( - . Scott.~ Goodrich scored a win
UMASS, Boston at the Harbor, ·in the foo''breaststroke,andthe
Campus. The men upped their Bears closed out the scoring with
record to 1-3 with a 93-63 score, the 400 frestyle relay 'team of
while the women went to 1-6 Paul. Catoggjo, Rob Lyons, Lou
with a I 02-52 score.
.Pereria, and Bryan King taking
In the men's meet, the 400yd second·place.
medley relay . team of Scott
,Last Wednesday the men took
Goodrich, Bryan King, Dave an 89-60 loss to Holy Cross, and
Savaria, and Pete Berthiaume will host the Camels of Connetiwon, then Rob Lyons took cut College this Friday at 4 p.m.
second in the 1000 free, followed . This will mark the last home
a, Dave Savaria win in the 200 . meet appearance of senior capindividual medley, and Lou tain Bryan King. .
Pereira nad Tony Lacourse
After suffering a 137-101 loss
went 1-2 sweep of the 100 frees- at Plymouth State last Wednestyle. Pete Berthiaume and Scott day, the BSC "Swimmin',Goodrich then put the meet out Women" bounced back with a
of the reach with a l-2 sweep of convincing 'Nin over U.Mass,
the WO backstroke. Rob
Boston. Despite distance/utility
th.en finished second
swim~er Kate Grady being sideF,r~estxl~, a:qq 1.,op:
J~~d,)ll~ )Bears cJomin~ted.
•

Mary Cawley

~

meet with the Beacons.·
Jen Mirgon, Lynn Mulkerrin,
By
Chris Mirgon, and Jean Bailey
F.
Scott I:ongo
got the Bears off to afasntart
"".!tlia,whiillthe200yardmedle y
This' week's profile is an
r~lay, then Kathy Sugrue and
introduction oi- Mary CawJanice Manley came in 2-3 in the
ley, the 6-foot center from
200 freestyle. Lynn Mulkerrin,
west Roxbury. Mary a
veteran Lydia Joyce, and Anja
freshman was chosen ECAC
Van HageI1s did.further damage
"Rookie of the week'' for her
with a 1-4-5 finish in the 50 free,
preformance during the
then Joanne Anderson and Jean
week of January 18-24
Bailey scored with a 1-3 finish. in
. against North .Adams and
the 200 iridividualmedley. Diver
Western Connecticut:
Sandy Menard won the oneSince. then she has led
meter required diving, followed
the Bears in scorfog twice
by Joanne Anderson's win in the
once against Clark with 18
JOO butterfly.
4'md the
against
The Bears put the meet out of
Westfield •Nitl1 10, while
reach with a 1~2-5 fi:i~~Ji in the
!;} rebounds
JOO free by Kathv
Chris
against Clark. For the seaMirgon, and L;.;dia Joyce. Jen
son, after playing eighteen
Mirgon and Janice Manley kept
games she is averaging 9.9
the momentum with a I-2 sweep
~n. the 100 '° backstrok,~,
1then1 ...
·' "'
;;.
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points a game and 6.4
rebounds.
Head Coach Bo Ruggiero
· commented that "She has
really been a key factor in
our succes this year." High
praise for a'freshman that is
· playing on a nationally
ranked team.
Cawley•s height.scoring
and rebounding abilities put
her in a position . to be a
corner stone on the . ·Lady
Bears team for the next four
years and possibly fill the
void left by JoAnn Runge
when she graduates. But
before that the Lady Bears
will 101.) k forv:£ffd to this
n National
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Intrarr: urals.~-ar1d
BA/RS Club
dates. Checkthe Intramu~al bulletin board in the .Kelly Gym
lobby. for new dates; Remember
if schooLis closed due to .;poor
weather conditions all intramurals will be cancelled that night.
Aerobics Classes have been
getting excellent attendance this
winter as between 75-100 students take part in the 8:30-9:30
class that runs MondayThursday. Your instructors, Joy
Fessler (Mon/ Wed) and Dale
Deconto (Tue/Thur), have been
doing an outstanding job this
year.

The BSC. winter intramural
program is well under way as-we
reach the cold month of February. In between academic classes
and varsity games and practices
the Kelly Gym is jumping every
night from Sunday through
Thursday.
In men's Basketball the 28team league is divided into four
divisions.
Currently sporting.
undefeated marks and leading
their respective divisions are:
Division A
X-Press
Division B
Run BSC
Divisi'on C
Over the Hill
Gang

JoAnn Runge in action against Clark(Photo by Debra Willis)

owe rs

Ladies
a

Kathy Sugrue·· took .2nd in the
500 free. Sam Menard won the..
one-meter optional diving, and.
Jean Bailey and Anja Van
Hagens _took 1-4 in the l 00
breaststroke.

After a co-ed meet with WPI, ,
the Bears will finish their dual
meet season with a co-ed meet at
Babson College next Tuesday.

Rugby
RUGBY PRACTICE-will
be held Friday nights at 7;30
pm (beginning January 30,
1987 and continuing till·
March break) in the Kelly
Gymnasium. New players
are welcome to attend, rio
experience .necessary. Help
support the Bridgewater ..
State Rugby Football Club.
Give blood, play Rugby.
For anyone interested in
playing Women's Rugby
this Spring, there will be a
meeting Monday, February :
9th at 7:30PM, on the Campus Center. veterans MUST
attend. Laura or Nancy at .
697-5126.

r-------

tation 262-4581
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Fashion - Photography
•
Television - Portfolios Modelmg Career Concepts
Make-up - Hairstyling 176 Newbury Street, Boston
. The business of modeling

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

clip and bring this ad for discount------...,
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~ ~~' Call for an individual consul-

Don't be late-..
It will be your fate
So order early
For that important date-It's St. Valentine's Week
So don't wait!!
call 697-9498
CAROL DAIKER'S FLOWERS

The Lady Bears finished the ·
meet with a strong I :51.31 clocking in the 200 freestyle relay,
swum by Joanne Anderson,
Lynn Mulkerrin, Jen Mirgon,
and Chris Mirgon.

at

lpart~time?
-,. ,,~~J ·Find out how to get started.
• . .u

St. Valentne's Week
February 9th-14th

Cb~t from p. l'6

The annual BAIRS Club ski
weekend will be making their
second visit .to Mt. Orford, Canada (Feb. 20-22). Last year46ski
enthusiasts went on the trip
north. Word has spread around
campus as to how great a time
this is so now the trip will have 92
skiers hitting the slopes.
Those peop\e who still need to
make their fina\ payment should
see Mike Storey (Kelly Gym) or
Chris Burt (Shea-Durgin) as
soon as possible. Remember the
bus will be leaving exactly 3:00
p. m. from the Kelly Gym. Be at
the gym by 2:30 so we can get the
bus loaded with equipment and
luggage so we can get· off on
time.

Division D
Hitmen
All Games are played on
Monday~ Wednesday and Friday nights.
Sunday night are reserved for
Co-ed where ..The Balls" and
"The Runner Ups" are now tied
for the lead in the I 0-team
league.
On Tuesday nights you'll find
some hot competition when the
ladies battle each other in the
Women's Basketball league.
.. The Fireballs" are leading the
league with an unblemished
mark.
Because of the many school
closings we've had so far this
winter, there has been quite a bit
of rescheduling of games to later

1986-87
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Tr9pical Fish Reptiles
Small Animals
Dog and Cat Supplies
.Dog and Cat Grooming

CONFERENCE CHA14PIONSHIP

vs
SALEM

1·
,I

20% off to all B.S.C. students:
I
with valid I.D. *
19 Central Square
Bridgewater, MA 02324
telephone 697-9390
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5:30 P.M.
THE Rl V.\LRY RETURNS TO lELLY
LADY

BEARS
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BRIDGEWATER STATE. A WIN l"'1LL !!\SURE B. S.C.
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Classif ied·s
1981 HONDA ACCORD
Hatchback, 5 speed, excellent, interior. Some engine
work. Cassette/ stereo. Must
sell $1500, or best offer. Call
748-0304.

SPRING BREAK 87
departs every week in
March, Ft. Lauderdale $309
includes R & Jet & Hotel for
7 days all taxes and tips.
Daytona $309 includes R &
Jet & 7 nights Hotel. All
Taxes and Tips. Montreal
weekends $79. Departs
every weekend Feb.-May
includes Round Trip Motor
Coach & 2 nights hotel
directly downtown. All
taxes and tips. For more
details call Dynamic Destinations, 482 Main St.
Malden, 617 324-7735 or

ATTENTION FROSHS
AND SOPHS!
Need help financing your
college education? Scholarship Opportunity Services, a
computerized· matching service can locate 5-25 sources
of financial aid which you
are qualified for. Results are
guaranteed! For free information write to: Scholarship
Opportunity Services, 4
Meadow Ave, Suite 12,
Bridgewater, MA. 02324.

HIRING TODAY! TOP
PAY! Work at home. ~o
experience necessary. Wnte
Cottage Industries, 1407Yi
Jenkins, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

617-321-4165.

STUDENT REP
WANTED to sell travel
spring break. Call 617-321-

SPRING BREAK JAMI CA project manager
needed. FREE vacation plus
$$$. 1-800-237-2061.

4165.
CRUISE SHIP JOBSWANTED NOW! Spring
Break representatives for
Collegiate Tour and Travel.
Earn free trips and cash tool
Call 1-800-328-8322,
ext.579.

Domestic &- Overseas Now
Hiring: Kitchen Help, Deck
Hands, Maids, and Gift
Shop Sales, Summer and
Career Opportunities. If
you're interested and need
more information, call (206)
736-2972, Ext. C 169.

Announcements
CONCERT ENSEMBLEMusicians needed for Concert
Ensemble on Tuesday after.:.
noons at 3:00 pm. All "instruments are needed. For more
information contact Prof. Gannon in Library 333.

since ·the age of nine. Neal will
thrill his Bridgewater State College audience with a two and o~e
half hour ESP and Hypnosis
Spectacular" on February 25 at 8
pm in the Campus Center Auditorium. Tickets are $2.00 and
available in the Info. Booth.

Career Learning and Placement February Workshops are
available. Wednesday, February
I Ith at 2:00-3:00 P.M. an Interviewing Workshop is available.
On Wednesday, February 25th
at 2:00-3:00 P.M. a workshop on
resumes will be offered also.
Sign up for these workshops is at
the Career Learning & Placement Office. "The Competitive
Edge - Managing the Interview"
will be shown on Dial Access
during the week of February 9th
thru the I 3th.
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The BSC Transit Service is
currently accepting applications
for its Fall 1987 Training Progr~m. The training progr~m
requires that the trainee contnbute approximately 25 hrs. Taking a course involves bo~h
classroom and on-the-road driving instruction leading to a class
II license and employment.
Applicants m:ust meet the following requirements:
oMinimum 18 years of age
DBSC student with a minimum of six credits
DGood driving record
HYPNOTIST TO PERFORM
DGood references
AT BSC--The Campus Center
DMinimum of three more
Program Committee is proud to
semesters at BSC
present "The Astonishing Nea~"
oHave a Massachusetts Class
a nationally acclaimed psychic
III license
entertainer and .. hypnotist.
DBe able to pass a physical
Astonishing. Neal· has appeared
health examination
on such· national television
If you are interested, please
shows as "To Tell the Truth,"
contact or stop by the BSC Tran"The Mike Douglas Show,"
sit Office at the Grove Street
"PM Magazine, "and "Real PeoBuilding (second floor). The telple." Neal has developed his senephone number is campus ext~n
sitivities with clairvoyance,
tion 1319. Application Deadline
telepathy, para-optic vision.' pr~
is March 9, 1987.
cognition ~nd psycho-kmes1s

Calvin Klein Outlet
100 North Front Street• New Bedfordil>MA. (617) 999~1300

EXCHANGE PROGRAMS IN
CHINA AND GERMANYThe deadline for faculty and student applications to be
considered for the exchange programs at Shanxi Teachers University (China) and Oldenburg
University (Germany) has been
extended to Friday, February
20, 1987.' Jf you have any questions regarding the application
process, please contact the office
for Academic Affairs (x 1295).
FOUND-one necklace. Please
call 749-3097 if you lost one.

Kathleen Branigan, Special
Agent for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation will be speaking on
"Careers with the FBI". This
event will be held on February
23rd from 12-1 (Room C-218 of
the Burrill Ave. Building).

Correction: In the February 5,
·1987 issue of The Comment,
Max Speed was incorrectly credited with the "Brighton Beach"
photo on page 4. The credit
belonged with the Jonathan
Groft photo on page 5. In addition, the South Shore Performing Arts Center is in Stoughton,
not Boston as was stated in the
caption on page 4.

Winter store hours:
Mon. - Sat. 10 am to 5 pm
Sun. 12 pm to 5 pm

